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Bell tolls

There is much to be learned from
the history of the left. But on one
condition - that we get the history
right, that we study it carefully
and accurately. If we rely on lazy
generalisations and public-house
gossip, we shall not learn much.
So I was not greatly impressed
by Eddie Ford’s account of the
origins of the Revolutionary
Communist Party as “a dissident
faction within the Socialist Workers
Party (or International Socialists, as
it was known then) - calling itself
the ‘Revolutionary Opposition’,
but quickly dubbed the ‘Right
Opposition’ by its IS opponents. They
were flung out of the host body in
1972-73 by an increasingly intolerant
Tony Cliff” (‘Arise, Lady Fox’,
August 6).
I am one of what is now a
dwindling band of survivors of the IS
national committee which expelled
the so-called Right Faction. Now
there is always conflict between those
who live through events, and the
younger generation, like Ford, who
try to reconstruct what happened.
But there are documentary sources of
which Ford appears to be unaware in particular I would recommend the
Will Fancy papers at Senate House
Library, London.
The leading members of the Right
Faction were expelled by the IS NC
in April 1973. Were they “flung out”
by “an increasingly intolerant Tony
Cliff”? This seems to put an unMarxist
stress on Cliff’s personal psychology
(was he perhaps suffering from the
male menopause?). To treat Cliff as
some sort of power-mad pantomime
villain
hardly
aids
historical
understanding. Cliff certainly made
political misjudgements, but these
should be analysed seriously, not
buried beneath clichés.
The national committee was a
40-person body directly elected
by the IS conference a few weeks
earlier. Among others, its members
included Paul Foot, Steve Jefferys,
Nigel Harris and John Palmer none of whom could be described
as unconditional Cliff supporters.
As far as I recall, the decision to
expel was unanimous - those due to
be expelled had speaking rights, but
I’m pretty sure no NC member spoke
in their defence. Certainly Cliff
supported the expulsions, but his role
was not particularly significant. The
main driving force was the national
secretary, Jim Higgins. In later years
Higgins (in his 1997 book, More years
for the locust) tried to present himself
as a defender of IS democracy,
but when he was in office he was a
keen expeller. Those expelled were
subsequently considered by the
appeals commission, a body certainly
not obedient to the leadership; the
expulsions were confirmed.
To understand why people like
myself backed the expulsions, it is
necessary to look at the political
context. The previous years had
seen a remarkable rise in working
class struggle. Following the
biggest general strike in human
history (France, 1968) came huge
victories for the British working
class (Saltley pickets, freeing of the
Pentonville Five). It was all too easy
to believe that the movement would
go forward and that the prospects for
revolutionaries were good. Probably
we were over-optimistic, naive even,
but events did give our perspective a
certain plausibility.
In this situation it seemed
reasonable to hope that the left might

be in process of transformation.
Instead of being a set of tiny,
marginal sects, each claiming to be
the sole possessors of the truth, we
aspired to a movement that would
be broader, more rooted in real
struggles, in which some of the older
points of differentiation had become
less important.
This was a generous aspiration,
but again we were too optimistic.
IS in the early 1970s was a lively,
open organisation. It was growing
rapidly, recruiting students, but also
a small number of well-established
trade unionists. This was a source of
some satisfaction to the members: we
took pleasure in our modest, but real
achievements.
Unfortunately it made IS a target
for those who sought to use its
success to build their own projected
organisations. The best known
example is Sean Matgamna, who
joined IS in 1968, but maintained
his own organisation - with its own
internal discipline, subs-paying and
even probationary membership inside the host organisation. And,
when he had recruited enough
supporters and was ready to launch
his organisation on the world, he
provoked expulsion with a document
that would ensure his exclusion
(See Duncan Hallas, ‘A slanderous
attack in IS’, on the Marxist Internet
Archive).
Perhaps less well-known is the case
of Roy Tearse, who had been active
in the Trotskyist movement during
World War II and was jailed for his
role in a wartime strike. After some
years of inactivity he began to attend
IS meetings in the 1968 period. He
was invited to join, with the promise
that someone of his experience and
ability would be rapidly drawn into
the leadership. (A similar offer was
made to another veteran from the
1940s, Duncan Hallas, who accepted
and became a key leadership figure
for some 25 years.)
Tearse declined the invitation,
preferring to encourage from outside
the building of a secret and undeclared
faction. (Initially there was no time
limit on the existence of factions in
IS; it was the destructive activity of
factions which led to more restrictive
rules.) The fullest account, which
should be consulted by any would-be
historian, is John Sullivan’s carefully
researched article, ‘A secret strategy:
Roy Tearse and the Discussion Group,
1971-1988’, published in What Next?
There were in fact three very
different
currents
within
the
undeclared faction that was expelled
in 1973. Firstly the aptly named
‘Discussion Group’, which went on
discussing for well over a decade,
but never did anything. Secondly
the group around David Yaffe,
which became Fight Racism, Fight
Imperialism. It was incorrigibly
Stalinist, but remained firmly antiimperialist.
And thirdly the Furedi grouping
which became the RCP. For years it
was quaintly but infuriatingly ultraleft. I recall speaking on nuclear
disarmament at the SWP’s Marxism
event and being told that disarmers
“wanted to stay alive”, as though that
were a contemptible aim for a true
revolutionary. The anti-racism of front
groups like East London Workers
Against Racism was irresponsible,
since it promised a protection against
racist attacks it was quite unable to
provide. Eventually the group moved
rapidly to the right. It is important to
examine not only its motivation, but
its finances.
During my 50 years in the IS/
SWP I undoubtedly made many
mistakes and misjudgements. There
is much I still need to rethink. But,
as far as expelling the Right Faction
is concerned, I have no regrets -

absolutely none.
The vast majority of working
people have only the vaguest
notions about the far left. When one
group discredits itself - the Workers
Revolutionary Party implosion, the
SWP debacle of 2013 or the current
antics of the ex-RCP - it does not
mean they transfer their favours to
a ‘superior’ tendency: we are all
damaged. The bell tolls for all of us.
Ian Birchall
London

Retrieving Lenin

“The difference is that the Yaffe
tendency said it was going to be
the ‘third world’ and its various
leaders who were going to be the
revolutionary agency - sub-Maoism
in some respects. For the Yaffeites,
breaking with orthodox Marxism,
the British working class had no
revolutionary role to play - it was just
a matter of offering up solidarity with
the ‘third world’, the anti-apartheid
movement acting as an illustration.”
So says Eddie Ford (‘Arise, Lady
Fox’, August 6). The Weekly Worker
is fond of using labels - a trait it
shares with much of the left, which
variously describes the Revolutionary
Communist Group as Stalinist,
neo-Stalinist,
crypto-Stalinist,
Trotskyist, pseudo-Trotskyist, head
cases, headbangers, ultra-left, ultraCastroists ... and, of course, ‘thirdworldist’.
Labels serve a purpose: to suppress
political thought or argument.
After all, what is Maoism? What
is sub-Maoism? What is it with the
qualification, “in some respects”?
What are these respects? Who knows
- and, no, there is no evidence that
Ford has a clue either. But then
he would have equal difficulty in
showing where the RCG ‘breaks with
orthodox Marxism’ - where? On what
questions? Or proving his claim that
we have ever said or implied that
“the British working class had no
revolutionary role to play” - for the
very simple reason that we never
have. One could say he is lying, but
that would do him an injustice, since
he clearly has not bothered to read
any of our material from the period.
The issues that underpin the split
with those who were to form the
Revolutionary Communist Party
(after we expelled them, incidentally)
were not that of “offering up
solidarity with the ‘third world’”, as
Ford idly claims, but how to relate
to debates that were taking place
within that section of the working
class which followed the Communist
Party of Great Britain at the time.
This was when the CPGB was a
sizeable organisation with significant
influence in the left of the Labour
Party as well, not the small sect it
is now. The future RCP thought that
such engagement was irrelevant and
anyway (of course) a capitulation to
‘Stalinism’.
The RCG understood the opposite,
seeing it as vital for revolutionaries
to intervene where the most advanced
working class debates were taking
place - ones about key questions, such
as the dictatorship of the proletariat,
the nature of the Labour Party and so
on. It was part of a process the RCG
went through, as it retrieved Lenin’s
understandings of imperialism, the
divisions in the working class and the
rights of nations to self-determination
- all driven by practical problems
faced in building support for the Irish
liberation movement. Now, Ford
may dismiss this as “sub-Maoism”,
but these problems were posed by
the existence of an armed working
class insurrection in the north of
Ireland, on which the left had to take
a stance, and overwhelmingly chose
not to. Perhaps, then, Marx’s stance
on the Fenian movement and the

contemporaneous liberation struggle
- his view that the English working
class could achieve nothing unless it
severed the connection with Ireland was also a very early manifestation of
what Ford would 150 years later call
‘sub-Maoism’.
By the time of the 1979 general
election, we were able to lead a
public campaign against the Labour
Party over its criminalisation of
the Irish republican struggle, its
implementation of immigration
controls and its indifference to the
police use of ‘sus’ laws to harass
black youth. We did this not because
we had ‘written off’ the British
working class, but precisely the
opposite: we could see that black and
Irish workers were turning against
Labour, disgusted by its racism and
imperialism, and organisations such
as the Asian Youth Movements were
giving expression to this. The RCG
now saw the Labour Party as it really
was, is and can only be - a racist,
imperialist, anti-working class party.
Given Ford’s appreciation of
Revolutionary Communist Papers
(“quite interesting”, he writes) he
would have had access to an internal
RCG discussion document, which
appeared in the first issue. It is very
underdeveloped, compared to what
we were able to say a short time
later: for instance, in the editorial
to
Revolutionary
Communist
No9. But it does argue against the
CPGB’s unjustifiable belief that
“the Labour Party can be won away
from rightwing capitalist influence
towards progressive policies” (RCP
No1, p56). Presumably for Ford
this would be an example of our
“increasing prostration” before the
‘official’ CPGB (‘He who pays the
piper’ Weekly Worker December 13
2018) - or was it an example of our
constant battle against the CPGB’s
reactionary position on Ireland?
Fast forward more than 40 years
and what do we read? The current
CPGB’s Jack Conrad saying: “… if
the Labour Party and the trade unions
are to be transformed into vehicles
for socialism, then we need a mass
Communist Party” (‘Marxists and
the Labour Party’, April 9 2020).
The more things change, the more it
seems they stay the same. The thesis
that Labour can become a vehicle
for socialism or social progress is as
reactionary now as it ever has been.
Maintaining this position as the crisis
deepens will inevitably force its
adherents to cross class lines.
Robert Clough
RCG

NEC elections

The use of the single transferrable vote
(STV) for the Labour Party national
executive committee elections in
October has caused a great deal of
confusion amongst members, many
of whom are unfamiliar with this
method. This confusion is being
exploited by influential backers of
the Centre Left Grassroots Alliance
(CLGA) slate in an attempt to deny
support to other leftwing candidates.
Nobody was surprised when the
right won both seats in the NEC
by-election earlier this year. There
were at least six left candidates and,
because that election used the familiar
first-past-the-post system (FPTP),
the left’s votes were scattered,
guaranteeing defeat.
The switch from FPTP to STV
for the October vote removes this
problem totally. Transfers guarantee
that votes for losing candidates are
not wasted, and the nine elected
will broadly represent the relative
strengths of the left and right within
the party. STV means that the slate
discipline of old is no longer required,
and provides the opportunity for
genuine leftwingers to stand against

soft-left careerists without fear of
letting in the right.
The traditional left caucusing
organisations
like
Momentum,
the Campaign for Labour Party
Democracy
and
the
Labour
Representation Committee responded
to the by-election defeat by burying
the hatchet and resurrecting the
infamous CLGA to impose a slate
on the left. This mysterious body is
a hangover from when slates were
selected in smoke-filled rooms and
deals were brokered in the gents.
Nothing much has changed. There
was no membership input into the
selection of the CLGA slate this time,
nor are there published minutes of the
deliberations. How can they expect
this contempt for democracy to be
acceptable amongst socialists?
But it gets worse. When they
realised
that
STV
facilitates
candidates to the left of their ‘safe
six’, with members free to prioritise
as they choose, supporters of the
CLGA resorted to misinformation to
keep the sheep together. Hence Diane
Abbott tweeted: “Make sure you vote
for the left slate … Anything else is
just handing seats on the NEC to the
right.”
The Labour Left Alliance has
produced a chart that lists the various
left candidates in the NEC election,
and indicates where they stand on
key issues, such as supporting open
selection of MPs and rejecting
the IHRA misdefinition of antiSemitism. It can be viewed at the
website, labourleft.org. This makes it
easy for leftwing voters to prioritise
the best candidates, when ordering
their preferences. The publication of
this chart has incensed those behind
the CLGA slate, whose candidates
failed to respond to the LLA’s
questions and stayed away from their
online hustings. Instead they hope to
corral support for the ‘safe six’ by
pandering to ignorance regarding the
voting system.
As always with Labour, nothing
is straightforward. The FPTP method
is still being used in the nominations
phase of the election, which is
underway now. Constituency Labour
Parties are holding online meetings to
make nominations for the nine places.
Each candidate will require five CLP
nominations to make it through to the
actual ballot. So for these meetings
it is still possible that too many left
candidates could allow the right to
win all nine nominations. Depending
on local circumstances, it may be
necessary for comrades to promote
just three non-CLGA left candidates.
The important thing for now is to get
genuine leftwingers onto the ballot
paper in October.
Andrew Kirkland
email

Forget Labour

As
an
independent
Marxist
commentator, I can well understand
Dave Vincent’s pessimism and
demoralisation
after
retiring
following 35 years’ service as a PCS
union branch secretary.
Being a civil servant and member
of the PCS is a bit like being a police
officer and member of the Police
Federation - one has to be very careful
what one says and does because of the
constraints and straitjacket associated
with being an employee of the state.
My experience of the civil service, the
health service and local government
is that - counter-intuitively - most
long-term permanent employees of
the state are Tory voters, given their
job security and financial security,
not to mention their pensions.
Dave is demoralised that so many
former Corbyn supporters are now
supporters of Sir Keir Starmer. This
is no surprise to me. My experience
of the former Corbynistas and now
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Starmerites in Fenland is that most of
them are just middle class liberals, not
socialists. Dave concludes his letter
with the call for a new workers’ party,
in which its parliamentary candidates
are selected by constituencies, not
party HQ, and that they stand for a
socialist programme and will live, if
elected, on a workers’ wage. I agree
wholeheartedly.
Where will such a workers’ party
come from though? I think the spark
for such a party will come from a split
from the Labour Party, led by a former
Labour MP or small group of Labour
MPs who have had the whip taken
away from them. The experience of
the split of the Independent Labour
Party in 1931 from the Labour Party
has a wealth of lessons for Marxists
today. The ILP split at the wrong time
and for the wrong reason, but it did
take 30,000 Labour Party members
with it.
At the time, some Trotskyists did
not see the importance of the split.
It was only after the ‘French turn’,
where Trotskyists were advised by
Trotsky to enter the French Socialist
Party, that some in Britain entered
the ILP. The Trotskyists were too
late entering the ILP and too few
to affect its direction, which was
wavering between revolution and
left reformism - commonly known
by Marxists as ‘centrism’. However,
the Stalinists of the CPGB had no
qualms about entering the ILP and,
following the popular front line of
Stalin, stopped it from moving in
a revolutionary direction. This led
eventually to the gradual decline and
death of the ILP.
The Canary website has recently
quoted unnamed sources that, once
the Equality and Human Rights
Commission publishes its report into
anti-Semitism in the Labour Party,
Sir Keir Starmer will withdraw the
whip from Jeremy Corbyn. There
are many socialists in and out the
Labour Party who would join a new
leftwing party. They will be joined by
expelled socialists, Chris Williamson,
Jackie Walker, Marc Wadsworth,
Tony Greenstein, Ken Livingston,
and others, who are currently in the
political wilderness.
The above thesis contrasts with
the thinking of the CPGB PCC,
which sees the Labour Party as a
united front of a special kind - a bit
like a trade union - that can be won
to a Marxist leadership. This idea given the experience of Corbynism
- is like living in cloud-cuckoo land.
Instead, the CPGB PCC and Labour
Party Marxists should be preparing
for and working for a split from the
Labour Party on similar lines to the
Independent Labour Party in 1931.
The tipping point will be the removal
of the whip from Jeremy Corbyn by
Starmer.
Larry Elliott, economics editor of
The Guardian, wrote in The Observer
(August 2) an article asking why
the Tories are still ahead in the polls
and why Sir Keir Starmer’s Labour
is not doing better, given the mass
redundancies coming along the
track. This can easily be explained
by looking at the performance of
social democratic parties in Europe.
The French Socialist Party and the
Greek Pasok and the German Social
Democrats are imploding, because
they are reformist parties without
reforms.
In Britain, Starmer, just like the
trade union leaders, has gone to sleep.
In seeking to be a ‘loyal opposition’
and stooge of US imperialism,
Starmer just agrees with everything
that Boris Johnson does - apart from
minor criticism, which does not cost
too much. Whereas opinion poll
after opinion poll show that 70%
of people want a wealth tax on the
rich and super-rich to pay for the
Covid-19 bailouts and borrowing,
Starmer and his shadow cabinet have
set the Labour Party against it. Sir
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Keir’s ‘long game’ will not pay off.
Labour’s refusal to support a second
referendum in Scotland means that
north of the border Labour is toast.
Similarly, Labour now has little
support outside London and the
university cities.
Dave Vincent is right to warn of
the danger of a new far-right party
led by a charismatic populist leader,
which would sweep up working
class support from those angry about
mass Covid-19 unemployment,
evictions, food banks, homelessness
and the level of benefits. In addition
to the fallout from Covid-19 mass
redundancies, we have a no-deal
Brexit coming along the track on
December 31 this year. There are also
250,000 families at immediate risk of
homelessness due to being evicted for
Covid-19 rent arrears.
Mass poverty, unemployment,
homelessness, a no-deal Brexit,
together with the prospect of 100,000
dying in a second Covid-19 wave,
is a toxic mix. This is why, as Dave
Vincent points out, we need a new
workers’ party - a communist party.
John Smithee
Cambridgeshire

Leadership?

Readers will have seen the gutwrenching film of the small
explosion and huge flames, followed
by a further massive explosion that
seemed to engulf the whole city of
Beirut on August 4. We then had the
heart-rending stories of the survivors
and relatives. As the facts came out,
it was almost unbelievable: about
2,750 tonnes of ammonium nitrate
stored in a warehouse for six years and then stored alongside a quantity
of fireworks! This looks at first sight
like stupidity on an epic scale.
Further, the authorities (who seem
to be fighting to stay nameless) were
warned continuously by port workers
of the danger the explosives posed.
And the crowds on the streets were
blaming not stupidity, but corruption
- and they know their government.
There were days of protest that shut
down the country in October last year.
A couple of years ago Robert
Fisk, The Independent journalist
who writes much about the country,
described the “destruction of entire
mountains” in Lebanon. They were
being reduced or cleared, largely
for quarrying. Nobody around
wanted this to happen, but there was
nothing they could do about it: even
if quarrying was illegal there was
nobody to stop it and, as he wrote at
the time, “Greed, corruption, poverty
and a shameful, selfish, confessional
government are to blame.” The
poverty, by the way, was of those
who just needed work - any work - to
survive. But the greed and corruption
seemed to be pretty much universal.
When the Maltese journalist,
Daphne Caruana Galizia, was blown
up in 2017, I thought, this is one of
the smallest countries in the world
and she was murdered for pursuing
corruption in her government. I
wondered, is there any country in the
world whose leaders are not mired in
corruption? There are those whose
names have come up for decades or
more in this vein: Italy, Mexico and
Nigeria spring to mind - there are
plenty more.
But, what about the UK? Empty
mansions in the most exclusive parts
of the capital are witness to the role
of the UK in both laundering and
holding the proceeds of crooks and
oligarchs (or is that just crooks?) from
all over the world. And the USA?
Nicholas Shaxson’s Treasure islands:
tax havens and the men who stole the
world (2011) is an exploration of tax
and wealth havens around the globe.
The Cayman Islands are notorious,
but there are plenty more.
Shaxson is informed, as he tells
us in the first chapter of the book,
that “the most important tax haven

in the world is an island” and he
goes on: “The name of the island is
Manhattan”. Further, while we’re
on the subject, “the second mostimportant tax haven in the world is
located on an island. It is a city called
London in the United Kingdom.”
So, the world is not short of corrupt
governments.
But, the world’s hegemon, the
USA, is never satisfied that there
are enough. One of the most recent
victims of this never-ending greed
and corruption is Bolivia. A fake
challenge to an honest election and
the winner is driven out of the country,
to be replaced by the military and an
oh-so-honest neoliberal, rightwing,
religious nutter - heaven sent for late
capitalism.
Some months ago, The Guardian
had a series of articles on, as they
called it, the “new populism”. It
was, in my view, a pretty pathetic
performance, but they looked at
Trump, Erdoğan, Orbán, Berlusconi
and others and at just how ‘populist’
their speeches were. Readers will
be relieved to note that Tony Blair
wasn’t populist at all in this survey.
They told us that “Populists tend to
frame politics as a battle between
the virtuous ‘ordinary’ masses and a
nefarious or corrupt elite - and insist
that the general will of the people
must always triumph.”
So we have “virtuous ‘ordinary’
masses” on one side and, on the
other “a nefarious or corrupt elite”
in this new, and disturbing, political
bifurcation. Clearly it is this sort
of delusion that leads to Trump,
Bolsonaro, Johnson and co. There
was even some attempt to quantify
the ‘populism’ of the speeches of
political leaders. One thing missing
in the whole series, as far as I could
make out, was any attempt to quantify
or order the actual, real corruption in
any of the countries examined.
One would have thought that
this might be quite important. The
‘people’ think that the ‘elite’ is
corrupt. Well, are they right? I would
suggest that, yes, they are. Trouble
is, voting for ‘populists’ is only
going to make things worse. Mind
you, choosing between the ‘populist’
Trump and the ‘unpopulist’ Biden
might be a hard one.
The streets of Beirut have erupted
in wholly justified rage and the
government has resigned already.
There may be some sacrificial victims
among politicians or officials, but,
without a mass movement of the
working class in the whole region,
we must fear the dead-end conclusion
of, for instance, the ‘Arab spring’ in
Egypt.
There is plenty of rage, and it’s all
over the world, but we still need the
organisation and leadership that alone
can make change happen.
Jim Nelson
email

Any takers?

I seek to challenge one of the
historical shibboleths of the Marxist
left from the perspective of a
paleoconservative libertarian, if I
may be so bold.
We
must
nationalise
the
commanding heights of the economy,
proclaims the Marxist. We must take
into public ownership the leading
corporations that have strategic
control over the productive sectors of
the economy. As the evidential basis
has identified through economic
crisis after economic crisis, the need
for wholesale nationalisation of the
commanding heights of the economy
is a theoretical and practical absurdity
that has no methodology in rational
thought.
The decision to nationalise the
Bank of England in 1948 by the postwar Labour government spearheaded
by Clement Attlee continues to
pinpoint the actual problems that
the British economy faces even

today. Since the development of the
modern economy in the Victorian
times, if not before, it has been the
banking system and its control by
unaccountable private bankers that
has had the biggest influence over
the direction of the British economy.
I will direct Weekly Worker readers
to the 1844 Bank Charter Act that
enshrined the sovereign right of the
Bank of England to issue banknotes.
The fundamental flaw of that act
was the failure to include within
the parameters of regulation the
creation of bank deposits through
bookkeeping entries being made in
the bank ledger. Since the electronic
and digitalisation of the banking
system the creation of debt through
fractional reserve lending has created
the long-standing problem of boom
and bust that has destabilised the
economic fortunes of every single
individual citizen in our country.
According to the Bank of
England’s
monetary
analysis
directorate, “In the modern economy,
most money takes the form of
bank deposits. But how those
bank deposits are created is often
misunderstood: the principal way is
through commercial banks making
loans. Whenever a bank makes a
loan, it simultaneously creates a
matching deposit in the borrower’s
bank account, thereby creating new
money.”
Lenin wrote: “This raising of
prices involves a new chaotic
increase in the issuing of paper
money, a further increase in the
cost of living, increased financial
disorganisation and the approach
of financial collapse. Everybody
admits that the issuing of paper
money constitutes the worst form
of compulsory loan, that it most
of all affects the conditions of the
workers, of the poorest section of the
population, and that it is the chief evil
engendered by financial disorder.”
Now that the central instrument of
economic disorder has been identified
- the banking system - can we at last
dispense with the illusionary premise
that nationalisation is a policy
priority for the proletariat, when in

fact it is the control over money and
the creation of money through the
banking system that must be brought
under effective democratic control.
The regulation of the ability
of banking institutions to create
new money through bank deposits
electronically is the only real
policy that must be implemented.
A theoretical and practical solution
to the problem of the boom-andbust business cycle that leading
economists of the libertarian right,
such as Friedrich Von Hayek, Milton
Friedman and Murray Rothbard
have supported, as well as Marxist
theoreticians over many decades.
The technical lack of knowledge
about who controls the economy
has been one of the theoretical and
practical failures that has long bugged
paleoconservative libertarians like
myself who are also opposed to
international capitalism and the
control over national governments
and national economies by a cabal
of international bankers, who use the
flaws in parliamentary legislation to
create and profit from the boom-andbust cycle.
Instead of taxing the profits
of private banks, why doesn’t the
government just tax them less on
profits and simply sell them the raw
materials in the first place? It would
have collected far more revenue if
this policy had been in operation
since the nationalisation of the Bank
of England. It can be done, and
similar policies have been advocated
by those economists known as free
marketers, such as Milton Friedman,
Murray Rothbard and Friedrich Von
Hayek.
Let the anti-capitalist left and the
anti-monopoly capitalist libertarian
right join forces to dismantle the
corrupt influence of big government
and big banking that has wrecked the
economic fortunes of the ordinary
citizen through disturbing the day-today economy of the proletariat.
I welcome, as always, responsive
dialogue from Weekly Worker
correspondents.
Oliver Healey
Leicester

Fighting fund

Summer break

A

s usual, the Weekly Worker
team will be taking a richly
deserved two-week break in the
second half of August, so the next
edition of our paper following
this one will be on Thursday
September 3.
By that time I hope to be able
to report on the success of the
August fighting fund - will we
make that £2,000 target? At the
moment, following the £371
raised this week, our running total
stands at £619, which means that,
as I write, we have another 19
days to raise the £1,381 we still
need - not to mention that £281
shortfall from July!
I mentioned last week that
comrade CG had promised to
send us a cheque, and I’m pleased
to say that he was as good as his
word - his £50 donation was duly
received. Thanks a lot, comrade.
Mind you, during the lockdown
not much has been coming in by
post, although many comrades
have been more than making
up for that by making their
contributions by either PayPal or
bank transfer/standing order.
So, over the last seven days we
received two £50 donations via
PayPal from regular supporters
MF and RL, plus a total of
£221 that went directly into our

bank account. Thanks go to PB
(£60), MF (£37, in his usual two
instalments - don’t ask me why!),
HN (£30), GD and DV (£25 each),
NR (£18), JK and SM (£10) and
MF (£6).
One source for donations
I won’t be able to rely on this
year is the CPGB’s Communist
University, which begins on
August 14. Usually supporters
we don’t often see take the
opportunity of showing their
appreciation by handing over
some cash directly to the editor
or other team members. But, of
course, this year CU is an online
event!
Not to worry. I’m confident
we can reach that £2K target. If
you want to help make sure we
do, you know what to do! Either
click on that PayPal button at
weeklyworker.co.uk/worker/donate;
or - better still, as it involves no
fees - make a bank transfer (sort
code 30-99-64; account number
00744310).
See you in September! l
Robbie Rix
Fill in a standing order form
(back page), donate via our
website, or send cheques,
payable to Weekly Worker
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MIGRATION

Poor, huddled and desperate
The Tory Party and sections of the press are whipping up a panic about ‘invading’ migrants, writes
Eddie Ford

N

ot for the first time, the Tories
and sections of the press are
whipping up a panic about
asylum-seekers and illegal migration.
This time, of course, it’s migrants
crossing the English Channel from
France - often in dangerously small
and overcrowded dinghies that could
sink almost any time.
Instead of urging sympathy for
the desperate plight of these people,
taking their lives in their hands to
get to Britain, Boris Johnson at the
beginning of the week described the
migrant crossings as “very bad and
stupid and dangerous and criminal”
- only adding fuel to the fire. The
prime minister has said that the UK
needs to consider changes to asylum
laws to deter migrants from crossing
the English Channel, as currently it is
“very, very difficult” to legally return
people who arrive in the UK from
France using small boats. The UK
government is presently following
European Union asylum laws during
the post-Brexit transition period,
which includes the Dublin regulation
that a person’s asylum claim can be
transferred to the first member-state
they entered. A spokesperson for
Boris Johnson said Britain wanted
to replace this “inflexible and rigid”
regulation with a new agreement on
returns after December - working
with the French authorities to make
the route “unviable”.
Meanwhile, a letter sent by a
25-strong group of “common sense”
Tory MPs and peers to Chris Philp,
the immigration minister, would have
us believe that we are facing some
sort of existential national crisis. Far
from facing a hostile environment, the
letter complains, it is “strikingly clear”
that “invading migrants have been
welcomed” - they can simply “paddle
in” and be put up in “expensive
hotels”, enjoying “immediate access”
to financial help. Defending the
letter - no doubt with some truth
unfortunately - John Hayes MP said
“we are reflecting the sentiment of a
very large number of people” - who
“do feel it is an invasion”. The group
is now urging home secretary, Priti
Patel, to get tougher by sending in
royal navy warships on the grounds
that the numbers crossing from France
had reached “really extraordinary
numbers”. Patel has appointed a
former royal marine, Dan O’Mahoney
- an expert in ship-to-ship operations
who served in Kosova and Iraq - as
her “small boats commander”, with
the job of directing border-force
patrol boats to intercept boats and
combat the ‘people smugglers’. Or, if
you prefer, her ‘clandestine channel
threat commander’, with the task of
drawing up plans to block and repel
migrants from France.
At the moment, the ministry of
defence is still considering the home
secretary’s previous request for help
- even if one of its officials did say
that the idea was “completely potty”.
But it is hard to imagine exactly what
this MoD assistance is meant to be. In
terms of basic operating procedures,
if you intercept one of these boats
by trying to block their path, or haul
them back to Calais, you always run
the very real danger that someone
will fall into the water and potentially
drown. Is Patel perhaps suggesting
that the army should patrol the White
Cliffs of Dover and open fire at
incoming migrants? All this talk of
the MoD, warships, getting tough, etc
is obviously a political gesture that
‘something must be done’ about the
flow of migrants. Over the weekend
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‘The immigrant’ (1917), directed by Charlie Chaplin. In 1952 he was expelled from the US, accused of being a communist
the MoD took the unusual step of
deploying an RAF A400M Atlas
plane to fly back and forth across the
English side of the Channel to spot
dinghies or other small vessels.
Anyway, putting things in a
broader and more rational context,
more than 4,100 migrants and
refugees have reached the UK so far
this year in small boats - at its peak
on August 6, 235 people crossed over
in 17 separate incidents. According
to the UN refugee agency, there have
been 14,288 sea arrivals in Italy so far
in 2020, as well as 10,198 in Spain
and 8,405 in Greece. Of course, the
UK total is only a small part of the
36,000 asylum applications made
last year in Britain - the vast majority
arriving by other means rather than
small boats. That figure compares
with 165,615 asylum applications in
Germany, 151,070 in France, 117,800
in Spain and 77,275 in Greece in the
same period, according to Eurostat.
The plain reality is that migrants
have been arriving illegally from
northern France via unauthorised
means for many years, the most
common being stowing away in a
lorry. But, since the coronavirus
lockdown and heightened restrictions,
the number of unaccompanied
asylum-seeking children found in
lorries at Dover port has reduced
from several dozen a month to zero therefore a new method was required.

Language

Those who arrived in the UK over the
weekend have presented themselves
as Iranian, Afghan, Yemini, Iraqi,
Kuwaiti, Eritrean, Sudanese or
Syrian nationals. What the British
government fundamentally objects
to is these migrants claiming political
asylum in Britain. They go to great
lengths, as they travel through
Europe, to avoid getting involved
with the authorities (such as having
their fingerprints taken), doing what
they can not to claim political asylum
in other countries - whether that is
Greece, Bulgaria, Austria or even
France.
But there is a very good reason why

their preferred destination is Britain it is called the English language, of
course, rather than a deep love for the
queen or Monty Python. The chances
are that, if you are born in countries
like Iraq, Afghanistan, Yemen, Iran,
etc, your second language will be
English - in part because of the legacy
of the British empire, in part because
its role as global hegemon was taken
over by the English-speaking United
States. For a couple of centuries,
the dominant language in terms of
business and politics has been English.
When the BBC interviews migrants
crossing the Channel, which will be
a self-selecting group to a certain
extent, most of them have no problem
speaking basic English. Also, for the
reasons just mentioned, many of these
migrants - if not virtually all of them will have contacts already in the UK:
relatives or perhaps someone from the
same town or village. That gives them
the hope of landing on their feet and
quickly finding a job. Compared to
the hell they have left behind, Britain
is a far better prospect.
When it comes to the wider
question of migration, it is worthwhile
looking back at history. Though it
might come as a surprise to some
people, the introduction of passports
had nothing to do with border checks
in the modern sense. Just look at your
UK passport, which says:
Her
Britannic
Majesty’s
secretary of state requests
and requires in the name of
her Majesty all those whom
it may concern to allow the
bearer to pass freely without
let or hindrance, and to afford
the bearer such assistance and
protection as may be necessary.
In other words, if you lived in Victorian
times, producing your passport
essentially meant queen Victoria was
your protector as a traveller - along
with a little bit of British diplomacy,
gunboats or otherwise. In fact, during
these times, nobody would have any
trouble going from one end of Europe
to the other - whether by foot, horse,

train or boat. You were free to walk
over the continent of Europe. The only
exception was Russia, which had a
system of internal passports - any serf
who could not produce the required
papers would find themselves in
trouble.
In Britain, the first migration laws
- or anti-immigration laws to be more
exact - appeared in the early 20th
century. They were brought in under
the Tory prime minister Lord Balfour
with the intention of keeping out
Jews fleeing from tsarist Russia and
poverty and pogroms. They headed
west to countries like Germany,
Austria and Britain, whilst those with
a little more money generally went to
the United States. This was not to the
liking of the Tory Party, of course, nor
was it to the liking - disgracefully - of
some sections of the labour movement
in Britain. TUC conferences, even
a Labour Party conference, passed
resolutions against the ‘evils’ of
Jewish migration. The anti-Semitic
arguments put forward by Labourites
and trade union officials was that
Jews were natural capitalists, even if
desperately poor - they would side
with the bosses. Interestingly, the
likes of Lord Balfour and the Tories
argued the exact opposite - the Jews
are natural troublemakers, socialists,
anarchists, etc. Therefore should be
kept out at all costs.
It was not only Hitler, of course,
who fused the tropes - Jews were
natural bankers and cosmopolitan
revolutionaries. Mikhail Bakunin,
the founder of modern anarchism,
wrote about the “whole Jewish world,
comprising a single exploiting sect, a
kind of blood-sucking people, a kind
of organic, destructive, collective
parasite, going beyond not only the
frontiers of states, but of political
opinion” - a world now “at the
disposal of Marx, on the one hand,
and of Rothschild, on the other”. The
problem, Bakunin reasoned, was that
“authoritarian socialism, Marxist
communism, demands a strong
centralisation of the state”, which
by necessity means a central bank.
And “where such a bank exists”, for

Bakunin, “the parasitic Jewish nation,
speculating with the labour of the
people, will be found”.
When it comes to migration, the
CPGB unashamedly bases itself on
classical Marxism and the Second
International. While there were those
in the British and American labour
movement who were opposed to
Jewish migration from Russia or
‘coolie’ migration from Japan and
China, the SI stood for free movement
- people should be allowed to go
where they choose. But it should be
stressed, however, that the SI did not
leave it there. They were fully aware
that most people move not because
they have a hankering for the
wonders of America or Britain, but
because the conditions back home
are intolerable - they face extreme
poverty or political oppression. Look
at the countries from where today’s
‘boat people’ are fleeing: zones of
near endless wars and sectarian
conflicts. In the case of Iraq and
Afghanistan, wars organised by the
US and its British lapdog - resulting
in millions of refugees. As for Syria,
there has been a horrendous civil war,
not least thanks to the intervention
by the Gulf states, especially
Saudi Arabia, Turkey, Russia,
etc. Together they quickly turned
what was a revolutionary upsurge
against the Assad dictatorship into a
counterrevolutionary hell hole.
Our position is not simply to
say that the mixing of cultures is
a great thing, from which we all
benefit - though that is obviously
true. Communists recognise that
migration is often forced upon
people in the wider context of the
organisation of the world - and
its economy - under the world
hegemon. Another thing that needs
to be understood is that though the
USA remains the hegemon, it is a
declining power - it no longer brings
order, as it did post-World War II
with the Marshall Plan. Nowadays,
the US brings destruction and
disorganisation l
eddie.ford@weeklyworker.co.uk
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Unity and organisational principle
Mike Macnair looks at the regroupment call from Socialist Resistance and Mutiny

S

ocialist Resistance’s website
on August 5 announced an
initiative, called Anti-Capitalist
Resistance, taken with the Mutiny group
- “towards the possible creation of a new
revolutionary anti-capitalist organisation”.
Both organisations advertise a two-day
school on September 12-13; Mutiny’s
website advertises also evening meetings
on ‘The working class and the oppressed’
(July 30); ‘The ecological crisis and the
ecosocialist alternative’ (August 13);
‘Nationalism and internationalism in the
era of Brexit and Trump’ (August 27);
and ‘What does democracy mean for anticapitalists?’ (September 10). The agenda
for the weekend school is: ‘Analysing the
world capitalist crisis’; ‘Understanding the
new working class’; ‘Building resistance
to disaster capitalism’ and ‘Next steps:
towards a new Anti-Capitalist Resistance
organisation’.1
Socialist Resistance is, of course, the
latest incarnation of the group founded in
1987 as the International Socialist Group.
This was itself a fusion of three groups,
the core being the largest minority of the
old International Marxist Group, which
broke up in 1985-86 over the issue of
Trotskyism and whether it was ‘sectarian’
to criticise Arthur Scargill, or the African
National Congress in South Africa.2 It
has undergone a variety of splits since
then; Socialist Resistance itself is the
product of a fusion, a ‘transitional’ paper
towards unity launched in 2003 between
the ISG and the Socialist Solidarity
Network, which split from the Socialist
Party in England and Wales over the
latter’s antagonism to the leadership of
the Scottish Socialist Party and departure
from the Socialist Alliance. There was
another regroupment process - I am not
sure how far it got - in 2008, with people
who split with the Socialist Workers
Party to go with George Galloway in
Respect Renewal; and another - aborted
- regroupment process in 2013-14 with
Workers Power and the International
Socialist Network.3 The SR group is
the British section or sympathising
organisation of the Mandelite ‘Fourth
International’.
Mutiny originates in a September
2014 split from Counterfire, which,
in turn, was the vehicle of John Rees,
Lindsey German and their co-thinkers
after their 2010 split from the SWP. The
political grounds for that Counterfire
split from the SWP was obscure, and
the grounds for the Mutiny split from
Counterfire was even more obscure.
The root problem is that these people’s
‘non-sectarian’ opposition to having
any clear political platform beyond
‘demands which have grown out of the
movement itself’ - meaning, what is
currently fashionable on the left - leads to
an inability to explain in public why they
need an organisation separate from the
one(s) they recently split from. Mutiny
appears at least to have developed a
critique of Counterfire’s ‘Shiite bloc’
line on Syria - but whether this happened
before the split or since is not easily
discoverable. It is presumably since the
split that Mutiny has developed an antiBrexit line.
Anti-Capitalist Resistance seems to
be an opportunity for Socialist Resistance
to shed the ‘socialist’ tag, which it argued
in Left Unity was an obstacle to reaching
broader forces.

Platform

On what platform is this unification
to take place? It is certainly highly
minimalist by comparison with the 2008
version.4 Like, I guess, the whole left,
We seek revolutionary transformation
to meet the compound crisis of
ecological
disaster,
economic
collapse, social decay, grotesque
inequality, mass impoverishment,
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activity” is merely to put up your hands
for motherhood and apple pie; there is
no doubt Alex Callinicos and Charlie
Kimber could vote for this formulation,
as indeed Joseph Stalin could too.7
Motherhood and apple pie, and vague,
diplomatic formulations. The problem is
that this method, which runs very deep in
the practice of the ISG core of Socialist
Resistance, is actually anti-democratic;
it is just that it is anti-democratic in a
different and more obscure way than the
open bureaucratic centralism of the SWP
or the leadership fetishism of John Rees
and his co-thinkers.

ISG

Jacopo Ligozzi, ‘A chimera’’. Unprincipled unity produces
programmatic incoherence
growing militarisation and creeping
authoritarianism.
There then follow a set of four points:
1. We are internationalists, ecosocialists
and anti-capitalist revolutionaries.
We oppose imperialism, nationalism,
militarism. We support the selforganisation of women, black people,
disabled people and LGBTIQ people
to combat all forms of discrimination,
oppression and bigotry.
This tells us roughly what the projected
group is against, but not what it is for.
2. This means: (1) we oppose Brexit
as a British form of nationalism
and racism; (2) we support the right
of oppressed peoples to challenge
colonialism and forms of apartheid
and to struggle for self-determination;
(3) we support a united Ireland and
Scotland’s right to independence.
This is, then, an anti-Brexit group - but
not one which is immediately willing
to call out the EU’s murderous (and
racist) policy on borders and migration.
Anti-Brexit, then, but only because
the Brexit camp is dominated by the
nationalist right. But the group supports
“Scotland’s right to independence”:
that is, given that Scotland is certainly
not an oppressed country, merely
Scots bourgeois nationalism or ‘Tartan
Toryism’. “[W]e support the right
of oppressed peoples to challenge
colonialism and forms of apartheid”
has, presumably, to be taken as code for
solidarity with the Palestinians without
actually making the point explicit
enough to attract the immediate attention
of the ‘anti-Semitism’ witch-hunters.
3. We favour mass resistance to
neoliberalism and work inside
existing mass organisations like the
trade unions and the Labour Party, but
we believe that grassroots struggle is
the core of effective anti-capitalist
resistance, and that the emancipation
of the working class will be the act of
the working class.
How long the shelf-life of this
formulation will be is very questionable.
Is “neoliberalism” really the right name
for the currently developing world order
of nationalist populism, trade wars
and aggressive US threats? What is
“grassroots struggle”? Given the clear
ascendancy of the right in Labour, and
the continuing witch-hunt, it seems likely
that the dedicated followers of fashion
who are Socialist Resistance will be
attracted by the next new outside-Labour
broad-front initiative to appear …

4. We reject forms of left organisation
that focus exclusively on electoralism
and social democratic reformism.
We oppose the top-down model of
‘democratic-centralist’ organisation.
We favour a pluralist and
internationalist organisation that can
learn from struggles across the world.
We are democratic, revolutionary
socialists, who aim to build a united
organisation rooted in the struggles of
the working class and the oppressed,
and committed to debate, initiative
and self-activity.
This is again substantially negative; but
also vague and diplomatic. Not even
the Labour Party “focus[es] exclusively
on electoralism”, and what is meant
by “social democratic reformism” is
undefined.
Hint: we at the Weekly Worker have
been arguing for years now that what is
actually involved in ‘reformism’ is not
the struggle for reforms, but the idea that
the only way to make progress is through
forming a government, with the result
that both policies and party democracy
are sacrificed to coalitionist politics,
to displays of constitutional loyalism
and to ‘media management’. We have
seen the pattern now repeatedly in the
‘new parties’, Rifondazione, Syriza and
Podemos; and then in the ‘realist’ policy
of the Corbyn leadership of the Labour
Party, 2015-19.
Does “We oppose the top-down model
of ‘democratic-centralist’ organisation”
mean ‘We oppose democratic centralism
as such’? This would seem to be the
message of Neil Faulkner’s three-part
series on the theory of the party (‘Marx’s
theory of the party’, ‘Lenin’s theory …’,
‘Trotsky’s theory …’) on the Mutiny
website. This essentially reprises standard
Cliffite narratives of a teleology leading to
a telos of organisational separation from
the ‘reformists’, but on an ‘old 1960s
International-Socialists’ line of ‘bottomup’ organising; and coupled with the
common libertarian-Trot canard, in which
Grigory Zinoviev is made scapegoat
for the mistakes of Lenin and others on
‘militarising’ the Russian Communist
Party and the other parties of Comintern
in 1920-21.5 Though this series has been
rapidly put together, comrade Faulkner
might have bothered to read Lars T Lih
on the issue (he has clearly read him on
What is to be done?) - although, of course,
it would no doubt be beneath his dignity
to have read Ben Lewis’s, or my, articles
about the early history of the concept.6
But then the question is posed:
if not democratic centralism, then
what? “[R]ooted in the struggles of the
working class and the oppressed, and
committed to debate, initiative and self-

The ISG originated in 1987 as a
regroupment. On one side were
tendencies that had recently split
from the old International Marxist
Group/Socialist League, principally
the International Group led by Phil
Hearse, Dave Packer and others; on
the other, the Socialist Group of Alan
Thornett, John Lister and others, who
had recently been expelled from Sean
Matgamna’s Socialist Organiser group
(itself a collapsed regroupment). The
regroupment was joined by elements
of the Chartist Minority Tendency,
which ran and still runs Labour
Briefing, by the Lambertist Socialist
Labour Group, and by some others.
By the early 1990s it was plain
that the group was merely an enlarged
International Group: Alan Thornett had
become fully integrated in the Mandelite
core, the Socialist Group wing had
withered away and most of the other
tendencies (including what became the
Fourth International Supporters Caucus
in the Socialist Labour Party) had split
off. The 1990s were to see a series
of further splits and attrition, which
reduced the ISG to its present small size.
A succession of regroupments since
then, mentioned above, show no sign
of having significantly increased over
the medium term the size and striking
capacity of the group.
In part these splits were attributable
to the dogmatism of the splitters. In
particular, for the Chartist Minority
Tendency and the Lambertists, Labour
Party entry was a matter of strategic
principle and any involvement at all
with attempts to regroup the left which
went beyond the Labour left therefore
amounted to a basis for a split.
More fundamentally, however, what
made it impossible for the differences
within the ISG to be contained
within a single organisation were two
fundamental and linked features of the
Mandelite ‘tradition’: the diplomatic
conceptions both of ‘the united front’
and of party unity. The original
1987 unification was on the basis of
agreement on documents which were
fuzzy on questions of principle, rather
than openly and clearly expressing
points of difference: and could therefore
be agreed by comrades who held
opposed strategic conceptions. The
Mandelites also work in the same way
in relation to their version of the policy
of the ‘united front’: it involves, for
them, diplomatic accommodations
of their public political positions to
the people they plan to work with.
This has remained visible in Socialist
Resistance’s approaches successively
in Left Unity in 2013-15, and in the
Labour left since it finally moved back
to Labour Party work in late 2016. In
the wider world, the problem is visible
in the Mandelite Fourth International’s
failed diplomatic approaches to the
leaderships of the Brazilian Workers’
Party and of Rifondazione - only the
most strikingly visible examples of a
series of failed attempts to apply the
method since the 1980s.
This commitment to diplomacy in

relation to the ‘official lefts’ is written
in code in the new appeal in the
formulation, “We favour a pluralist and
internationalist organisation that can
learn from struggles across the world.”
(‘Learn from’ in such Mandelite texts
is almost invariably code for ‘tail-end
uncritically’.)
These diplomatic approaches have
two consequences. The first is that, since
strategic and programmatic principles
are never clarified, any unification is in
fact not on the basis of principles, but of
tactics. As soon as the tactical agreement
is overturned by new developments in
the political situation, the basis of unity
disappears. Hence the failure of the
ISG’s repeated unity operations to lead
to real growth. The second is that the
public press of the group has to apply
the diplomatic approach to the group’s
current external collaborators. As a
result, the press is bound to be politically
anodyne in character and controlled by a
narrow group which ‘really’ understands
the tactic.
Hence, the idea that the Mandelites’
soft and cuddly approach to political
differences is an alternative to
bureaucratism-managerialism
is
an illusion. It is a form of leftwing
managerialism-bureaucratism. Finding
an alternative to this approach will
require a clean break with bureaucratic
centralism and monolithism - both in
its ‘Stalinist’ and ‘Cannonite’ form
of the suppression of dissent and in
the ‘Mandelite’ form of fuzzing over
differences by diplomatic formulations
for the sake of a unity - which is, at the
end of the day, unity on tactics only.
Unity has to be on the basis of a clear
strategic programme - one which is
accepted as a basis for common action,
with differences openly recognised,
rather than ‘agreed’. It requires the open
expression of such internal differences in
the party press, not self-censorship l
mike.macnair@weeklyworker.co.uk

Notes
1. socialistresistance.org/anti-capitalist-

resistance/20470; timetomutiny.org/post/anticapitalist-resistance.
2. That is, after rebranding itself as the ‘Socialist
League’ in 1982. The other fragments are
two groups which broke decisively with their
Trotskyist past in favour of forms of ‘official
communist’: the Socialist Action group
(socialistaction.net), and the Communist League
(the organisation of supporters in the UK of the
United States Socialist Workers Party; see, for
example, themilitant.com/2019/12/07/communistleague-in-uk-jew-hatred-is-deadly-threat-to-theworking-class).
3. socialistresistance.org/a-rare-opportunity/5158.
4. socialistresistance.org/an-invitation-toparticipate-in-the-creation-of-a-new-revolutionarysocialist-organisation/184. See my critique,
‘“Regroupment” or rebranding’ Weekly Worker
July 2 2008.
5. timetomutiny.org/post/the-marxist-theory-ofthe-revolutionary-party (August 1); timetomutiny.
org/post/lenin-and-the-bolsheviks (August 7);
timetomutiny.org/post/3-trotsky-s-theory-of-theparty (August 11).
6. LT Lih, ‘Fortunes of a formula’ Weekly Worker
April 11 2013; or, if this is to be a ‘contaminated
source’, links.org.au/node/3300; ‘Democratic
centralism: further fortunes of a formula’ Weekly
Worker July 25 2013; Ben Lewis, ‘Sources,
streams and confluence’ Weekly Worker August
25 2016. See also my ‘Origins of democratic
centralism’, the introduction to Ben Lewis’s
translation of Karl Kautsky, ‘Constituency
and party’ Weekly Worker November 5 2015;
‘Reclaiming democratic centralism’ Weekly
Worker May 23 2019. (I add to the latter the less
substantively historical ‘Full-timers and “cadre”’
(April 25 2019), and ‘Negations of democraticcentralism’ (May 30 2019) in the same series.
But my point is that Faulkner is disregarding
the historical evidence that Lars, Ben and I have
dug up, not that he is disregarding my political
arguments, which is his obvious political right.)
7. Leaving aside that the point is obvious,
Samantha Lomb’s Stalin’s constitution: Soviet
participatory politics and the discussion of the
1936 draft constitution (London 2018) documents
in depth the efforts of the high-Stalinist Soviet
regime to draw masses into “debate, initiative and
self-activity”, albeit subject to the leading role of
the party (and within it the leading role of the CC,
and so on until we arrive at the ‘Great Leader’ …).
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For the right to free speech
Labour Against the Witchhunt has produced this submission to Labour’s Forde inquiry into the leaked
report on the handling of alleged ‘anti-Semitism’

T

he report, The work of the
Labour Party’s governance
and legal unit in relation to
anti-Semitism, 2014-2019, gives
us irrefutable proof of the plotting
and outright sabotage committed
against Jeremy Corbyn, and
against the hundreds of thousands
who joined the party following
his election in 2015, to fight for
socialist and democratic change.
It is extremely unfortunate that
the report was only produced in the
last days of Corbyn’s leadership.
Drawing upon primary evidence,
it shows serious wrongdoing by
senior party officials. A oncein-a-lifetime
opportunity
for
the left to radically transform
the Labour Party and effect
progressive change was ruined
by the right in the party. At the
same time, supporters of Corbyn
were vilified and slandered, their
voices silenced and their votes
nullified. Unfortunately, it appears
that this was sometimes done with
the knowledge - and occasionally
even with the active participation of the Corbyn leadership, as in the
case of the expulsions of Jackie
Walker and Chris Williamson.
Politically, the report maps
out an attack on Corbyn and his
advisors, who had gained partial
control of the national executive
committee in April 2018, when
Jennie Formby was appointed
general secretary by a faction
of their political predecessors
appointed
prior
to
Corbyn
becoming leader. Our submission
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makes the case against the mistakes
committed by both factions within
the party machine.

Inquiry problems

It is our view that, given its ‘terms
of reference’,1 this inquiry will in all
likelihood lead to a whitewash of the
current leadership and its supporters
on the right of the party, who are
responsible for the vile misogyny and
racism on display in the report. We
also think it likely that the inquiry
will attempt to blame Corbyn and
his allies for the leak of the report,
as well as the destructive internal
party ‘culture’ that is evident in it. At
most, we expect that a token couple
of Labour Party employees may be
thrown to the wolves in an attempt to
‘move on’.
The July 22 apology and payment
of ‘damages’ by Keir Starmer - to
some of those who have been exposed
in the report as actively supporting
the vicious campaign against Jeremy
Corbyn and the left - gives us even
less confidence that the result of the
inquiry will be anything other than a
politically motivated whitewash.
Further, we do not believe the
inquiry panel can be described as
politically neutral. It includes three
Labour peers - the most conservative
section of the Labour Party.
One of them is Baroness
Wilcox,
who
for
example, ‘liked’ a tweet
from the BBC’s Laura
Kuenssberg,
quoting
Iain McNicol’s relief
that Corbyn was gone.2

The July 22 apology and
payment of ‘damages’ by Keir
Starmer to some of those
who have been exposed
actively supporting the vicious
campaign against Corbyn and
the left - gives us even less
confidence that the result of
the inquiry will be anything
other than a politically
motivated whitewash

The 851 pages of the report
contain damning evidence of the
racism, sexism and prejudice of the
most senior officers of the Labour
Party. We understand that the report
is based on thousands of WhatsApp
messages and emails. The real job of
an inquiry which was determined to
conduct a serious investigation into
the report should be to:
 ascertain that the material in the
report is a fair selection of the primary
evidence;
 enquire as to who was aware of
the activity of staff who were actively
hoping that the Lib Dems and Tories
would defeat Labour;
 establish how it was possible that
officers of the Labour Party were able
to carry out a war of attrition against
the elected leader of the party;
 investigate the many injustices
perpetrated by an unelected Labour
bureaucracy
against
its
own
membership, and in particular the
disciplining of members, Labour
branches and Constituency Labour
Parties for their political beliefs, in a
concerted attempt to prevent as many
Corbyn supporters as possible from
voting in the 2015 and 2016 election
campaigns;
 investigate the circumstances
surrounding the false ‘anti-Semitism’
campaign, which led to
allegations of anti-Semitism
being made against hundreds
of members, many of whom
were Jewish and/or black.
It is highly unusual for
an inquiry of this sort,
into what are effectively

whistleblowing allegations, to be
primarily concerned with the source
of those allegations. The question as
to who blew the whistle on McNicol,
Sam Matthews and the other racists
and chauvinists Labour employed
is irrelevant. The hunting down of
whistleblowing sources is normally
taken by employment tribunals as
evidence of victimisation.
The third remit of the inquiry - to
look into the “structure, culture and
practices” of the Labour Party - makes
the assumption that the wrongdoing
uncovered is a cultural or technical
matter, and that the correct structures
or “culture” (a meaningless term, when
applied to the headquarters of a political
party) could correct what is clearly a
political problem. Our contention is
that members of the inquiry share the
same politics as the staff members in the
report, and therefore the inquiry is likely
to gloss over what has been unearthed,
or to simply blame individuals, whilst
leaving the structures of discrimination
- and the unhealthy, undemocratic,
bureaucratic power relationships of fulltime officials with members - intact.
We are therefore submitting this
evidence on our own ‘terms of reference’
in order to highlight:
 Labour HQ’s inability to distinguish
between anti-Semitism and antiZionism;
 The political and hypocritical
campaign of suspensions and
expulsions without any natural justice
or due process, which has led to
members being suspended for years,
sometimes without ever being told
what they have been suspended for;
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 The efforts to restrict free speech
on Palestine;
 The political nature of the witch-hunt;
 The actors behind the witch-hunt;
 The futility of trying to appease the
right.

Evidence

There are a number of substantive
articles that have already been written
covering the wrongs uncovered by the
report. They include the following:
 Tony Greenstein’s two-part analysis3;
 Craig Murray’s analysis, ‘That
leaked Labour Party report’4;
 Jon Trickett and Ian Lavery have
written an article entitled: ‘The leaked
Labour Party report is shameful. It’s
time for an investigation’5;
 Novara Media has produced the
investigation, ‘It’s going to be a long
night’6;
 Moshé Machover has written in
the Weekly Worker: ‘Weaponising
antisemitism’.7
Other commentary includes useful
articles and statements from:
 Welsh Labour Grassroots8
 Socialist Campaign Group of
Labour MPs9
 The Struggle10
 World Socialist Website11
 Socialist Appeal12
 Weekly Worker13
 In Defence of Marxism14
We also recommend the open
letter to Jennie Formby by Kathy
Coutanche, who is mentioned in
the report and who eloquently and
movingly complains about the impact
that such false allegations and the lack
of justice in the disciplinary process
can make:
The report says nothing of the
lack of any real investigation on
the part of the Labour Party into
the allegations made against me.
It says nothing of the failure to
communicate, the altered report
and the shoddy treatment I have
suffered at the hands of Labour
Party staff or of the years of delay
that I have been subject to. It says
nothing of the emails ignored, of
the complaints ignored or of the
promises of action broken.
It also says nothing of the
support given me by my CLP and
other members, including on the
NEC, who know me and know that
I am not an anti-Semite. To think
that these members might also be
targeted as anti-Semites for that
support is abhorrent.
That my name is in this report
has the potential to impact on
every area of my life. That it is in
the public domain means anyone employers, political organisations,
clubs and groups - anyone can see,
without context, that the Labour
Party considers me to be antiSemitic. This is not something that
can be put back in the box.15

Difference

At the heart of the ‘anti-Semitism
crisis’ in the Labour Party, which
has spread into wider society, is
the inability or unwillingness to
distinguish between anti-Semitism
and anti-Zionism.
 The Oxford English Dictionary
defines antisemitism as: “Hostility to
or prejudice against Jews”.
 The Merriam Webster dictionary
as: “Hostility toward or discrimination
against Jews as a religious, ethnic or
racial group”.
 Professor Brian Klug defines it
as: “A form of hostility to Jews as
Jews, where Jews are perceived as
something other than what they are.”
Zionism is an ideology that
originated as a response to
discrimination against Jews in
the declining phases of European
feudalism and the rise of imperialist
nationalism in the final quarter of the
19th century. Rejecting assimilation
into non-Jewish societies, Zionists
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began to agitate for the creation of a
separate Jewish state. Theodor Herzl
(1860-1904) is generally regarded as
the principal proponent of that idea. In
June 1895 Herzl wrote in his diary as
follows:
The private lands in the territories
granted us we must gradually take
out of the hands of the owners.
The poorer among the population
we try to transfer quietly outside
our borders by providing them
with work in the transit countries,
but in our country we deny them
all work. Those with property will
join us. The transfer of land and
the displacement of the poor must
be done gently and carefully. Let
the landowners believe they are
exploiting us by getting overvalued
prices. But no lands shall be sold
back to their owners.16
Israel was built on land stolen from
the Palestinians. During the 1948
Palestinian exodus - also known as the
Nakba - more than 700,000 Palestinian
Arabs fled or were expelled from their
home. The colonisation of Palestinian
land has been carried out by all Israeli
governments since 1967 and it took
place within the former borders - the
so-called ‘green line’ - before 1967. It
has been an ongoing policy of Zionist
colonisation from the very beginning
and is integral to it.
On July 19 2018, the Israeli
government enacted a quasiconstitutional nationality bill or
‘Basic Law: Israel as the NationState of the Jewish People’, which
has been widely condemned as
institutionalising
discrimination
against Israel’s non-Jewish citizens.
As many have observed, this law
merely codifies and formalises a racist
reality that long predates it. Within its
pre-1967 borders, Israel is an illiberal
semi-democracy. It defines itself as
“Jewish and democratic”, but, as its
critics point out, it is ‘democratic
for Jews, Jewish for others’. In the
territories ruled by it since 1967,
Israel is a military tyranny, applying
one system of laws and regulations
to Jewish settlers and an entirely
separate one to the indigenous
Palestinian Arabs.
Adalah, the Legal Centre for Arab
Minority Rights in Israel, lists over 65
Israeli laws that discriminate directly
or indirectly against Palestinian
citizens in Israel and/or Palestinian
residents of the occupied Palestinian
territory.17 In addition to these
laws, there are countless unofficial
bureaucratic practices and regulations,
by which Israeli racist discrimination
operates in everyday life.
Zionism is, as should have become
clear, the name chosen by the founders
of that ideology themselves. Not all
Zionists are Jews and not all Jews
are Zionists. Merely using the words
‘Zionism’ or ‘Zionist’ is not an insult
or anti-Semitic.
Anti-Zionism is the opposition to
and criticism of the setting up and
continued existence of the state of
Israel as a purely Jewish entity that
must be based on the systematic
oppression and colonisation of the
Arab population. For example,
whereas the claim that ‘The Jews have
fought to remove Jeremy Corbyn from
day 1’ is anti-Semitic, ‘The Zionist
lobby has fought to remove Jeremy
Corbyn from day 1’ is an expression
of anti-Zionism.

IHRA misdefinition

The waters have been muddied
hugely by the so-called definition
published by the International
Holocaust Remembrance Alliance in
May 2016, because in its 11 examples
anti-Semitism is conflated with antiZionism.
The short IHRA definition reads:
Anti-Semitism is a certain
perception of Jews, which may

be expressed as hatred toward
Jews. Rhetorical and physical
manifestations of anti-Semitism
are directed toward Jewish or
non-Jewish individuals and/or
their property, toward Jewish
community
institutions
and
religious facilities.18
Clearly this is not a definition. It
is open-ended and deliberately
imprecise.
American
academic
Kenneth Stern has repeatedly said
that it was not devised in order to
label individuals as anti-Semitic. In
The Guardian (13.12.19) Stern wrote:
Fifteen years ago, as the American
Jewish Committee’s anti-Semitism
expert, I was the lead drafter of
what was then called the “working
definition of anti-Semitism”. It was
created primarily so that European
data collectors could know what
to include and exclude. That way
anti-Semitism could be monitored
better over time and across borders.
It was never intended to be
a campus hate speech code, but
that’s what Donald Trump’s
executive order accomplished
this week. This order is an attack
on academic freedom and free
speech, and will harm not only
pro-Palestinian advocates, but also
Jewish students and faculty, and
the academy itself.19
Questions which are immediately
raised by this definition include:
 What is a “certain perception” and
in whose eyes?
 Is anti-Semitism merely a perception?
What about discrimination?
 If anti-Semitism “may be expressed
as hatred towards Jews”, what else
might it be expressed as? Anti-Zionism?
 Why are “non-Jewish individuals”
included in a definition of antiSemitism?
 Why is special mention made of
Jewish “community organisations”?
Is this a pseudonym for Zionist
organisations like the Board of
Deputies of British Jews?
 Why do seven of the 11 examples
accompanying the definition refer to
the state of Israel and not Jews?
This ambiguity in the IHRA
definition is not accidental: it is
designed to allow any criticism of
the actions of the state of Israel to
be dismissed as ‘anti-Semitism’. The
definition’s real purpose is to defend
the Israeli state from its critics not Jews from anti-Semitism. This
becomes particularly clear in the 11
‘examples’ that have been published
with the definition. They are used and designed - to delegitimise serious
questioning of the Zionist colonisation
project and the regime of the Israeli
settler state.
LAW is not alone in its critique.
The ‘definition’, with its appended
examples, has been thoroughly
debunked by highly qualified critics,
including Jewish ones. For example:
Professor David Feldman (vicechair of the Chakrabarti inquiry and
director of the Pears Institute for the
Study of Antisemitism) has described
the definition as “bewilderingly
imprecise”.20
Sir Stephen Sedley, the Jewish former
court of appeal judge, has written that
the IHRA “fails the first test of any
definition: it is indefinite”.21
Hugh Tomlinson QC has warned
that the IHRA definition has had a
“chilling effect on public bodies”.22
Geoffrey
Robertson
QC
has
explained: “The definition does not
cover the most insidious forms of
hostility to Jewish people and the
looseness of the definition is liable to
chill legitimate criticisms of the state
of Israel and coverage of human rights
abuses against Palestinians.”23
Tony Lerman, a prominent Jewish
academic, has stated that it is “not fit
for purpose”, and added: “But it also
has the effect of making Jews more

vulnerable to anti-Semitism, not less,
and exacerbating the bitter arguments
Jews have been having over the nature
of contemporary anti-Semitism for
the last 20 to 25 years.”24
The adoption of the IHRA
definition and all 11 examples by
Labour’s NEC in 2018 has not brought
an end to the ongoing claims that the
party is riddled with anti-Semites.
As LAW warned, the opposite has
occurred.
The Labour Party’s decision to
adopt the misdefinition was an outright
victory for the right inside and outside
the party. While Jennie Formby halted
the automatic and instant suspensions
of Corbyn supporters, the adoption
of the IHRA definition massively
expanded the grounds being used for
false allegations.
This pressure on the Labour
Party to adopt the IHRA definition
was part and parcel of the slow
coup against Jeremy Corbyn. Some
people, ostensibly on the left of the
party (such as Jon Lansman and John
McDonnell), were therefore seriously
misguided when they publicly
supported the NEC’s adoption of the
definition.
Our website has published
screenshots taken from the letters of
suspension/expulsion received by a
number of Labour Party members
accused of antisemitism. There are
many more such examples, where,
as here, members have clearly voiced
criticism of Zionism rather than
expressed any hatred towards Jews.

Politics of
witch-hunt

Rather than expose as a lie the absurd
claim that the Labour Party is overrun
by anti-Semites, we read in the leaked
report that the Corbyn leadership
often actively participated in pursuing
leftwingers, even when the evidence
against them was flawed. A few case
examples will demonstrate the futility
of trying to appease the right.
NEC by-election March 2020
We read in the report:
in many cases party members at
all levels request the suspension
of another party member as a way
of escalating or indeed resolving
a dispute. There is a wronglyheld view that political opponents
can be ‘taken out’ of a contest or
stopped from attending meetings
by making a complaint with the
intention of achieving a suspension
of that member (p533).
But clearly, this is exactly what has
been taking place. Even as recently
as during the March 2020 NEC
by-election, half a dozen leftwing
candidates (including the three front
runners, Jo Bird, Mo Azam and
Mehmood Mirza) were suspended in
the middle of the contest - before any
investigation was launched! Jo Bird,
for example, had to be reinstated after
a couple of weeks, when it transpired
that the evidence against her was not
worth the paper it was written on.
Glyn Secker
In March 2018, following on from
a report produced by the disgraced
rightwing Corbyn critic, David
Collier, into the Facebook group,
‘Palestine Live’ (of which Corbyn
was a member), Sam Matthews, then
head of disputes, was able to singlehandedly suspend Glyn Secker,
secretary of Jewish Voice for Labour
- the case was so weak that he had
to be reinstated almost immediately.
Of all the examples of extreme antiSemitism in the report, the governance
and legal unit (GLU) had picked on
Glyn Secker, even though Collier’s
report did not contain allegations of
anti-Semitic comments by Secker, and
in fact stated that “Glyn Secker has
had minimal interaction on the site”
(p428). It is worth pointing out that
it was only because James Schneider,
Jeremy Corbyn’s spokesperson, urged

Sam Matthews to take action, that the
section in Collier’s report exonerating
Secker was examined at all.
Moshé Machover
Similarly in October 2017, the
‘disputes’ unit desperately looked for
reasons to expel the prominent Israeli
Jew, Moshé Machover. His expulsion
letter reads:
Allegations that you may have been
involved in a breach of Labour
Party rules have been brought to
the attention of national officers of
the Labour Party. These allegations
relate to an apparently anti-Semitic
article published in your name, by
the organisation known as Labour
Party Marxists (LPM). The content
of these articles [sic!] appears to
meet the International Holocaust
Remembrance Alliance definition
of anti-Semitism, which has been
adopted by the Labour Party.
The article can be read on the LPM
website25 and it clearly does not have
a scintilla of anti-Semitism in it. The
head of dispute’s nasty insinuation
against Moshé Machover was not only
an absurd lie, but a gratuitous one,
as the pretext used for his expulsion
was quite different: it was decided
to auto-expel him over his alleged
membership of the “Communist Party
of Great Britain Marxism-Leninism” an organisation with which he has had
no connection whatsoever and he was
able to quickly disprove this claim.
As party officials “found themselves
inundated with emails about the
case, including from Jewish socialist
groups”, plus a robust legal defence
from comrade Machover, there was
pressure to drop the case and rescind
his expulsion. But the calumny of
‘anti-Semitism’ was never withdrawn,
and Machover’s’ repeated demands
for apology were ignored.
In the event, the flimsy pretext did
not work in Machover’s case and,
faced with a large wave of protests,
the party bureaucrats were compelled
to rescind the expulsion. Many other,
less prominent members have found it
much more difficult to challenge their
auto-expulsions.
Jackie Walker
Jackie’s case (she was first suspended
by Labour in 2016) was deliberately
delayed by Iain McNicol and his staff.
They were determined to get rid of
Tony Greenstein and Marc Wadsworth
first in order to build a campaign to
justify Jackie’s eventual expulsion
in 2019. However, the report also
states that, “LOTO [Leader of the
Opposition’s Office] wanted Walker
to be suspended and had briefed the
media to that effect” (p366). We read
that in April 2018 Jeremy Corbyn and
Jennie Formby met with the Board of
Deputies, Jewish Leadership Council
and Community and Security Trust
(CST) and agreed to their demand
that “the party should expedite Ken
Livingstone’s and Jackie Walker’s
cases”.
It is worth noting that the report
makes various positive references to
the CST and its head of policy, Dave
Rich, whose views are routinely
sought as “expert opinion”. But the
CST is not a neutral body - it is a
pro-Israel charity, which the Tory
government started funding in 2015
and has given at least £65 million
to since.26 And yet the report quotes
questionable evidence by Rich, which
implies that Jackie’s views are similar
to those of Louis Farrakhan, but omits
evidence given by the black Jewish
professor, Lewis Gordon, a worldleading academic on Jewish/black
relations, which contradicts every
claim by Dave Rich and supports
Jackie’s case.
Anne Mitchell
Anne is a lifelong anti-racist and
campaigner for Palestinian rights,
who was expelled from the Labour
Party last October, without a hearing,
solely on the “self-evident” basis of
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a small number of postings on social
media. It was a bizarre process and
an appalling judgment. Nothing in
what Anne Mitchell posted justified
a charge of anti-Semitism, let alone
expulsion.27
Brighton and Hove
On July 9 2016 Brighton and Hove
District Labour Party held its AGM.
Over 600 attended. The left won
the vote for the executive elections
by a two-to-one vote. The right, in
the form of council leader Warren
Morgan, immediately made a series
of false allegations, concerning
spitting and various irregularities. The
district party was suspended, the old
executive was reinstated and the CLP
was split three ways.
Cat Buckingham was appointed
to ‘investigate’ the allegations. Ann
Black, NEC chair of the disputes
committee, accepted as fact the false
allegations of the right. The head of
the compliance unit, John Stolliday,
demonstrated the ‘fairness’ and
‘neutrality’ that the compliance unit
has become famous for. Stolliday
recommended:
Overturn AGM, deal with
individuals. Shows what we’re up
against - a bunch of SWP and Trots
marching straight from a rally to
invade a CLP meeting and stuff
handfuls of ballot papers in boxes
even when they’re not members of
the party (p113).
Buckingham, who pretended to
investigate what had happened, said:
“I say act now and worry about [rules
and legal issues] later, so long as we
don’t do something that’ll end up
fucking everything else up”.
As part of this campaign against the
left in Brighton, Greg Hadfield - who
was elected secretary of Brighton,
Hove and District Labour Party (but
with the votes being subsequently
annulled by NEC) - was suspended
in October 2016 and reinstated in
February 2019. Greg has written
eloquently about his ordeal and the
campaign against the Brighton Labour
Party.28 Exactly the same process took
place with respect to Wallasey Labour
Party (p114).
The inquiry should be investigating
the
capricious
and
arbitrary
judgements, as well as political
corruption evident in these cases.
What is not needed is an investigation
into ‘culture’ and other metaphysical
phenomena. What has clearly
happened during the last five years
is that the Labour Party bureaucracy,
both nationally and locally, saw it as
its job to defend the defeated right
wing of the party and to help in the
process of ousting Jeremy Corbyn.
The examples also show just how
futile it was of Corbyn and his allies
to try and appease the right by going
along with some of these injustices,
when they should have taken them on
in a decisive manner.
There were some reforms under
Jennie Formby, but there remain
huge, ongoing problems with the
way the party handles disciplinary
cases. For example, the GLU uses a
list of “investigatory search terms”
to “vet” members, which includes
words like ‘Atzmon’, and “a list of
57 [later 68] Labour MPs and their
Twitter handles”. In other words,
as is pointed out at page 17 of the
report, staff “initiate cases themselves
by proactively investigating social
media comments by party members”
to create a body of evidence where
no basis for a case exists. Even more
bizarrely, the name ‘Greenstein’
(after Tony Greenstein) was used as a
‘search term’.

Hypocrisy

The report shows that, whilst false
allegations of anti-Semitism were
made against anti-Zionists such as
Jackie Walker and Tony Greenstein,
actual anti-Semites and holocaust
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deniers such as Christopher Crookes
were ignored.
In August
2016
Crookes’
social media activity was reported
by a fellow member of Labour
International and this was followed
up in September. The complaints were
forwarded to Sam Matthews, who did
precisely nothing.
In February 2018, after repeated
inaction by Matthews, 280 members
of LI signed a petition demanding
action and it was not until March 26
that Matthews finally initiated a case.
Between August 2016 and February
2018 the Crookes case was raised
directly with Matthews 12 times,
with Stolliday four times and with
other GLU staff four times, as well
as twice with McNicol (pp546-47).
Crookes was eventually expelled in
August 2019 - 18 months after the
first complaints were made.
The same inactivity took place
with respect to Fleur Dunbar (p208).29
John McTernan
The case of John McTernan is also
instructive. Tony Blair’s former
director of political operations from
2005 to 2007 had taken to writing
articles praising the Tories and
attacking Labour and the trade unions.
He was repeatedly reported to Labour
HQ for abusive language on Twitter
and elsewhere. He had described
Labour MPs who nominated Corbyn
as “morons”; tweeting twice that
Corbyn was a “traitor”; described
“Corbynistas” as racist; called Corbyn
a “Putin-hugging, terrorist-loving,
Trident-hater”; and wrote in The
Daily Telegraph that all of Corbyn’s
supporters were “online trolls”
(p368). But nothing happened and
McTernan received the staff decision:
“No action - removed at referral”.
Ronnie Draper, however, leader
of the Bakers’ Union and a Corbyn
supporter, was suspended in July 2016
for referring to Blairite “traitors”.
Similarly, Omar Baggili, a member
of McTernan’s CLP, in response to
an article by McTernan in The Daily
Telegraph urging the Conservative
government to “crush the rail unions
once and for all”, tweeted: “Seriously,
John, why haven’t you got yourself
a Tory membership card? They’re
anti-unions and pro-privatisation like
you.” For writing this Baggili was
suspended for “abuse” (pp140-41).
These examples of rank hypocrisy
and highly selective judgements by
the compliance unit are by no means
isolated examples. Another identified
in the report is Andy Bingham, who
suggested that Corbyn was a traitor
and Diane Abbott should be “locked
in a box” (pp538-45). However, no
action was taken against him, even
after he subsequently posted that he
had voted Conservative, urged others
to vote Conservative and became the
administrator of a Conservative Party
Facebook Group.
Meanwhile leftwingers were being
thrown out of the party for having
advocated a Green vote years before
they joined Labour, or for calling
MPs who supported the Iraq war
“warmongers”.

Denialism

Since fair-minded and politically
articulate party members, including
many Jewish ones, could plainly see
that the allegations of ‘anti-Semitism’
against their party were hugely
inflated in scale, and often relied
on very questionable evidence, the
instigators of the campaign against
the Labour left were faced with the
danger of being refuted by credible
witnesses, so a new device for
silencing the truth had to be invented:
namely, the heresy of ‘denialism’.
According to ‘denialism’, any
party member who attests that Labour
does not have a ‘big problem’ with
anti-Semitism, in the sense that it may
even be ‘institutionally anti-Semitic’,
or questions whether a specific
allegation has any basis in reality,

are themselves guilty of this heresy which is almost as bad as being antiSemitic, it seems. Such protestors are
to be hounded from the party.
The authors of the report (and their
political friends) do not appear to have
a problem with the inflated scale of the
accusations, their often dodgy nature
or the excommunication of ‘denialist’
heretics. They seem quite happy with
the treatment of Chris Williamson and
other less well-known victims, which
took place under the post-April 2018
party regime, not under the previous
one. In fact the main complaint of the
report against the loathsome baddies of
the earlier regime is that they did not act
expeditiously enough on allegations of
‘anti-Semitism’, because they wanted
to create the impression that the party’s
procedures of dealing with it were
ineffective, for which Corbyn would
bear the blame - as indeed happened.
Chris Williamson
An example was made of Chris
Williamson, a leftwing MP who dared
to point out that Labour should not
apologise for something for which it was
not guilty. Moreover, a party member
who defends, or shares a platform with,
someone accused of ‘anti-Semitism’ or
of the denialist heresy is likewise as bad
as an anti-Semite.
It appears that Jennie Formby was
the one driving Chris Williamson’s
expulsion from the party. The report
approvingly quotes her long charge
sheet against him - even though it
clearly states that he has, in fact, not
done anything wrong:
Several of these [complaints],
if taken as an isolated incident,
may have resulted in no action.
However, taken together, they add
up to a pattern of behaviour that
is not only reckless: it has brought
the party into disrepute. I would
also add that I personally spoke
with Chris only two weeks ago and
asked him to stop aligning himself
with Labour Against the Witchhunt
and speaking about anti-Semitism
in the way that he is, because as an
MP he does not have the privilege
of behaving in the same way as an
ordinary lay member does (p826).
The full ‘evidence’ against Williamson
- or, rather, the lack thereof - has been
analysed by The Canary.30
The Wavertree Four
The suspension of four officers from
Liverpool Wavertree CLP, including
the chair and secretary, on charges of
conduct “prejudicial and/or grossly
detrimental to the party” is an example
of the way false accusations are used
to stifle legitimate political debate
in the Labour Party. The four party
members - Nina Houghton, Kevin
Bean, Helen Dickson and Hazuan
Hashim - dared to raise political
criticisms of their local MP, Paula
Barker, who had written an article
in the Jewish Telegraph. Barker
wrote, among other things: “Luciana
[Berger] leaving the Labour Party was
a shock to many and I find it deeply
regrettable that she felt she could no
longer stay.”
Luciana Berger was one of the most
vocal opponents of Jeremy Corbyn,
and she used her position as an MP to
publicly undermine and sabotage him
at every opportunity. Other opponents
of the Corbyn leadership, such as
the then deputy leader, Tom Watson,
joined in the smears, declaring that
she had been “forced out by racist
thugs” in her CLP. In the end Berger
jumped ship and joined the Liberal
Democrats, which really could not
come as a “shock” to anybody who
had followed her political trajectory.
Paula Barker’s article seemed
to support that false narrative. The
four party officers felt so concerned
that they wrote a private letter to
Paula, but to no avail. Without any
CLP meetings or decision-making
taking place, where they could have
presented a motion, the four decided

to publish their views in the weekly
internal CLP bulletin of May 26,
which had in fact been functioning
as a medium of debate in the absence
of CLP meetings during the Covid-19
lockdown, featuring all sorts of local
and national events of interest to the
CLP. The four wrote:
Paula’s words will most certainly
be taken to imply that we, as a
CLP, were responsible [for Berger’s
departure]. This accusation has been
repeated by our political opponents,
such as the anti-Corbyn Labour
right and the Liberal Democrats on
numerous occasions, culminating in
Tom Watson’s calumny, under the
protective cloak of parliamentary
privilege. In the furore that
followed, individual officers and
members, such as our then chair,
were subjected to further abuse and
false allegations in the media, all of
which were designed to obscure the
political differences between Ms
Berger and the CLP.
Clearly, nothing in their letter is
even vaguely anti-Semitic. The four
committed the ‘crime’ of questioning
whether the local CLP (and the party
as a whole) is really overrun by
anti-Semites - it seems that that was
enough to substantiate a charge that
they themselves were anti-Semitic. In
other words, questioning or denying
the allegation automatically confers
guilt - a characteristic of the Salem
witch trials of the late 17th century.
Of course, members ought to have the
right not merely to criticise their MP,
but in a truly democratic party it is
their duty to do so.

Personal data

Numerous victims of the witch-hunt
suffered additional hardship when their
private details were revealed to the
national press. For a long period under
Iain McNicol’s rule, it was a standard
practice of the compliance unit to
leak details of suspensions. We would
expect the panel to investigate this.
An illustrative example of this

deliberate policy is the case of Tony
Greenstein, who was suspended on
March 18 2016. He was not informed
as to the reasons for his suspension.
All the letter notifying him of his
suspension said was:
Allegations that you may have been
involved in a breach of Labour
Party rules have been brought to
the attention of national officers of
the party. These allegations relate to
comments you are alleged to have
made, which will be investigated
under 2.1.8. of the party’s rules.31
The first that Tony learnt of the
substance of the allegations made
against him was when they appeared
in the print and internet editions of
The Daily Telegraph and The Times
of April 2 2016. When Tony wrote
to Iain McNicol concerning this leak,
McNicol’s response (April 5) was to
express disappointment that:
you have taken the opportunity to
make an unwarranted attack on a
hardworking and diligent member
of the compliance unit [John
Stolliday, who] … will respond to
your outstanding correspondence
upon his return. Like you I regret
that information was given to the
media. However, I entirely refute
the allegation that the compliance
unit leaked any details of your
suspension to The Daily Telegraph
or to anyone else.32
Although John Stolliday never
responded to Tony Greenstein’s
correspondence, it was clear that
McNicol’s denial that the compliance
unit had leaked news of Tony’s
suspension was untrue.

Spreading the
witch-hunt

The hysteria around the false premise
that the Labour movement is overrun
by anti-Semites has led to the witchhunt spreading into wider society.
One example will suffice.
Stan Keable is national secretary
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of Labour Against the Witchhunt. On
April 21 2018, Stan was dismissed
from his job with Hammersmith and
Fulham Council after 17 years of
unblemished service as a housing
officer, for having “brought the
council into disrepute”, by saying that
the Zionist movement collaborated
with the Nazi regime - a well
documented, if shameful, historical
fact.
He said this on March 26, in a
conversation in Parliament Square
- nothing to do with work - while
participating in the Jewish Voice for
Labour demonstration in support of
Jeremy Corbyn and the Labour Party,
called in opposition to the rightwing
‘Enough is Enough’ demonstration.
The BBC’s David Grossman tweeted
a 105-second video clip of the
conversation, retweeted by Tory
MP Greg Hands to Hammersmith
and Fulham council Labour leader
Stephen Cowan, which was then used
to sack Stan.
Unison withdrew support because
Stan had rejected the ‘advice’ of its
regional organiser to plead guilty (!),
thereby renouncing the right to
demonstrate and to freedom of speech.
This dismissal is a good example
of the McCarthyite witch-hunt against
Corbyn supporters in the Labour
Party extending into the area of
employment, and there are numerous
other examples of this happening to
party members.
Stan Keable subsequently won the
employment tribunal case he brought
against Hammersmith and Fulham
council: the tribunal judge ruled that
it was “an unfair dismissal, both
procedurally and substantively” and
made a reinstatement order. However,
the council has appealed the decision,
and the employment appeals tribunal
hearing is expected “some time next
year”. Whatever the outcome, ‘Justice
delayed is justice denied’.

during the last five years have to be
overturned, pending unbiased reexamination.
 The party’s disciplinary system
must be urgently and radically
overhauled. Disciplinary procedures
should be carried out in accordance
with the principles of natural justice,
and be time-limited: charges not
resolved within three months should
be automatically dropped. An
accused member should be given
all the evidence submitted against
them, including the identity of the
complainant(s), and be regarded as
innocent until proven guilty. Those
aspects of the Chakrabarti report
must finally be implemented.
 The Labour Party must overturn
its commitment to the IHRA’s
misdefinition of anti-Semitism,
which is highly disputed and has been
criticised by numerous academics
as an attack on free speech, and for
falsely conflating anti-Semitism with
anti-Zionism.
 All those mentioned in the
document who took part in the
campaign of sabotage and who are
still in their post must be immediately
investigated for gross misconduct.
 All those involved who have
jumped ship and now enjoy wellpaid positions in different companies
must be named and shamed. They
include: Iain McNicol, formerly
general secretary, now a member of
the House of Lords; Sam Matthews,
formerly head of disputes; and John
Stolliday, formerly director of the
governance and legal unit 

Notes
1. fordeinquiry.org/news-and-resources.

Who organised it?

Lastly, we want to look at who
organised and ran the campaign to
weaponise the very small number
of real anti-Semitic incidents in the
Labour Party and for what purpose.
Moshé Machover has vividly
described the three contingents who
by a “happy coincidence” found
themselves pursuing the same goal.33
They are:
Contingent A: A group of Israeli
officials and operatives, as well as
Israel advocacy groups in Britain.
Members of this contingent are
ideologically motivated: they
care about Israel and the Zionist
colonisation project. For the Israeli
politicians and operatives, it is part
of their job description. For the
British advocates of Israel, support
for the Zionist project and its state
is a matter of mission.
Some organisations - such as We
Believe in Israel, Labour Friends
of Israel and the Britain Israel
Communications and Research
Centre - have advocacy for Israel as
their raison d’être. Others - such as
the Board of Deputies of British Jews
and the Jewish Labour Movement
- have commitment to Israel as a
formal or informal part of their
constitution. In either case, part of
their creed, held with various degrees
of conviction, is that rejection of
Zionism, antagonism to the Israeli
regime and support for Palestinian
individual and national rights, are a
‘new form of anti-Semitism’. The
contribution of this contingent to the
campaign was to provide its very
theme: ‘anti-Semitism’.
The Israeli part of Contingent
A was in fact set up before
Corbyn’s election as Labour
leader (September 12 2015), and
it was first focused on the USA,
not Britain. By the spring of 2015
Israel had suffered some welldeserved loss of support in world
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Forde Inquiry panellists: Martin Forde QC (Chair), Baroness Lister of Burtersett, Baroness Wilcox of
Newport, Lord Lawrence Whitty
public opinion and erosion of its
image. This included the US and,
most painfully, American Jews,
especially those under 30.
So on May 25 2015 Gilad Erdan
was appointed minister of strategic
affairs and Hasbara (propaganda).
At the time of writing, he still
holds this post, as well as being
minister of internal security.
While the latter post is concerned
with policing the Israeli public,
especially Palestinian citizens,
the ministry of strategic affairs
and propaganda was designed to
operate outside Israel’s borders originally mainly in the US. But
soon, following Corbyn’s election,
the operations shifted heavily to
Britain. A special target was the
boycott, divestment and sanctions
campaign in support of Palestinian
rights, which was gaining ground
in Britain (and worldwide).
As Peter Beaumont reported in
The Guardian, Erdan’s ministry
was asked in 2015 to “guide,
coordinate and integrate the
activities of all the ministers and
the government and of civil entities
in Israel and abroad on the subject
of the struggle against attempts to
delegitimise Israel and the boycott
movement”.34
Most controversially, Erdan has
been put in charge of large-scale
efforts to target foreign individuals
and organisations, reportedly
including staff recruited from
the Mossad foreign intelligence

agency, the Shin Bet domestic
intelligence agency and the
military intelligence directorate.
A favoured tactic of Erdan’s
operations is accusations of ‘antiSemitism’. In this activity, Erdan’s
operatives in foreign countries are
aided by local advocacy groups. An
exposé of how such an undercover
operative, Shai Masot, worked
in Britain, and his subversive
attempts - aided by Israel advocacy
groups - to meddle in the Labour
Party, was provided in January
2017 by Al Jazeera in a fascinating
four-part TV series, The lobby.35
Contingent B: This consists
of sections of the British
establishment concerned with
foreign policy. Members of
this contingency do not have
an ideological commitment to
Zionism or emotional attachment
to Israel (unless they happen to
belong to Contingent A as well),
but they are genuinely worried
that a left-leaning Labour Party
may disrupt a basic precept of
British foreign policy: toeing the
US line. Accordingly, Israel must
be supported - not because it is
lovely, but because it is a favoured
ally and junior partner of the
imperialist hegemony. A Labour
Party in which the majority of
members are anti-imperialist and
supporters of Palestinian rights is
regarded as dangerous - so much
more so if it is led by someone with

a similar record.
The indispensable contribution
of this contingent to the campaign
has been the mobilisation of the
mainstream media and other
facilities of the state to spread antiCorbyn propaganda and suppress
any opposition to it in the wider
British public.
Contingent C: This is made up by
Labour’s rightwing MPs and party
officers. Their vital contribution to
the campaign has been to undermine
Corbyn’s leadership from within
the party and conduct a witch-hunt
against its leftwing members.
The report is concerned solely with
the party officers belonging to this
contingent. It ignores all the rest. It is
therefore not much more than a piece of
scandalous gossip that simply confirms
what has been widely suspected about
those scoundrels, but contributes little
to the understanding of the defeat, or
self-defeat, of Corbynism.

Conclusions

The inquiry into the report should in our
view include the following conclusions:
 The Labour Party must publish
the report officially, as well as the
original data, WhatsApp messages
and emails.
 Labour should issue an official
apology to Jeremy Corbyn and the
left and condemn the campaign to
undermine and sabotage them.
 All disciplinary cases processed

2. twitter.com/bbclaurak/
status/1246427737176322048.
3. azvsas.blogspot.com/2020/04/part-1-laboursleaked-report-starmers.html.
4. craigmurray.org.uk/archives/2020/04/thatleaked-labour-party-report.
5. jacobinmag.com/2020/04/labour-party-reportcorbyn-2017-election.
6. novaramedia.com/2020/04/12/its-going-to-bea-long-night-how-members-of-labours-seniormanagement-campaigned-to-lose.
7. weeklyworker.co.uk/worker/1296/weaponisinganti-semitism.
8. welshlabourgrassroots.org.uk/on-the-leakedreport.
9. twitter.com/socialistcam/
status/1252984584859529216.
10. thestruggle.home.blog/2020/04/26/thestruggle-against-the-5th-column.
11. wsws.org/en/articles/2020/04/27/labo-a27.html.
12. socialist.net/labour-leaked-report-drain-thecesspit.htm.
13. weeklyworker.co.uk/worker/1295/revealedat-last.
14. marxist.com/labour-leaked-report-drain-thecesspit.htm.
15. labourleft.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/
My-open-letter-to-Jennie-Formby.pdf.
16. Quoted in M Machover Israelis and
Palestinians: conflict and resolution London 2012,
p87.
17. adalah.org/en/content/view/7771.
18. holocaustremembrance.com/workingdefinition-antisemitism.
19. theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/dec/13/
antisemitism-executive-order-trump-chillingeffect.
20. theguardian.com/commentisfree/2016/dec/28/
britain-definition-antisemitism-british-jewsjewish-people.
21. lrb.co.uk/the-paper/v39/n09/stephen-sedley/
defining-anti-semitism.
22. freespeechonisrael.org.uk/ihraopinion/#sthash.6G2KfQpw.ohlm94A4.dpbs.
23. doughtystreet.co.uk/news/ihra-definitionantisemitism-not-fit-purpose.
24. opendemocracy.net/en/opendemocracyuk/
labour-should-ditch-ihra-working-definition-ofantisemitism-altogether.
25. labourpartymarxists.org.uk/2017/09/21/antizionism-does-not-equal-anti-semitism-2.
26. en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Community_Security_
Trust#cite_note-8.
27. See jewishvoiceforlabour.org.uk/article/agrave-miscarriage-of-justice-the-case-of-annemitchell.
28. medium.com/@GregHadfield/iain-mcnicolthe-criminal-conspiracy-against-the-labour-partyits-leadership-and-its-members-81c6d243e31b.
29. See azvsas.blogspot.com/2020/04/pt-2-laboursleaked-report-sad-sorry.html.
30. thecanary.co/exclusive/2020/05/03/revealedthe-truth-about-antisemitism-allegations-againstexpelled-labour-mp-chris-williamson.
31. drive.google.com/file/d/1EYc92REcUb7MzTP
V5QslLd3zyzBZP8jW/view.
32. drive.google.com/file/d/10OcSB_adv5HT69UYT9z8x9ifH6Q2j5W/view.
33. weeklyworker.co.uk/worker/1296/
weaponising-anti-semitism.
34. theguardian.com/politics/2017/nov/08/pritipatel-israel-trip-analysis-uk-foreign-policy.
35. See aljazeera.com/investigations/thelobby.
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Repackaging the ancien régime
Is the priority getting rid of Trump at all costs? Daniel Lazare takes a look at the reactionary nature of
the Biden-Harris programme

B

eating Donald Trump should be
easy. After all, he is a minority
president who only made it
into the White House by virtue of an
18th century constitutional vestige
known as the electoral college. He has
presided over the greatest economic
plunge since the 1930s, and his
handling of the Covid-19 pandemic
has been nothing less than mindboggling - and not in a good way. He
is Herbert Hoover squared - the man
who suffered a crushing defeat in
1932 after promising that “prosperity
is just around the corner”, when the
darkest days still lay ahead.
But things are rarely equal, now
more than ever. Hoover, for example,
was the third Republican president in
a row, which means that voters had
all but forgotten what a Democratic
administration even looked like.
With unemployment nearing 25%,
they thus opted for a jaunty New
York state governor named Franklin
D Roosevelt, simply because he
seemed fresh and unsullied. But
Trump is not the last of a Republican
triumvirate. On the contrary, he is
the first Republican after a two-term
Democratic presidency. Hence, he
still seems new, while Joe Biden
seems mainly concerned with turning
back the clock to an ancien régime
that grows more and more tarnished,
the more distant it grows.
Hence Biden’s problem: how to
seem forward-looking, when his
eyes are firmly fixed on a supposed
Democratic golden age in the past?
The issue comes through loud
and clear in the 40,000-word draft
platform that Democrats released
late last month.1 Particularly when it
comes to foreign policy, the document
is a prolonged exercise in chutzpah
- one that goes on and on about
Trump’s failings without mentioning
the Democrats’ own.
The platform assails Trump’s
failure to end America’s ‘forever
wars’ in the Middle East, for example,
without mentioning that Biden voted
for those wars in 2001 and 2002,
defended them for years after and
then, as vice-president, presided over
military intervention in Libya and
Syria that could not have been more
disastrous. The platform accuses
Trump of “fawn[ing] over autocrats”
without noting Barack Obama’s
enthusiastic embrace of the Saudis.
(The newly-elected president set
the tone for US-Saudi relations by
greeting then king Abdullah with a
low bow in April 2009.2) It accuses
him of making “common cause with
kleptocrats” without mentioning
Mykola Zlochevsky, the Ukrainian
kleptocrat who provided Biden’s son,
Hunter, with a lucrative no-show job
solely to curry favour in Washington.
The platform also blames Trump
for
undermining
international
cooperation “in the midst of the
worst forced displacement crisis
since WWII” without mentioning
that the refugee crisis began in 2015
as a direct consequence of the Obama
administration’s Middle East military
policies. It promises to “end support
for the Saudi-led war in Yemen and
help bring the war to an end” without
mentioning that Obama approved the
war in March 2015 and then, for the
next two years, provided the kingdom
with the military back-up it needed
to continue pulverising the poorest
country in the Middle East.
“President Trump said he would
get the United States out of these
wars,” the platform concludes, “but
instead he deployed more combat
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Both law and order hawks
forces, expanded their missions
and stoked regional tensions that
unnecessarily endangered American
lives and interests.” Trump stands
accused, in short, of failing to end
wars that Democrats began.
Presidential
platforms
are
products of America’s increasingly
dysfunctional
political
culture.
Rather than programmes, they are
quasi-religious sermons, filled with
platitudes about restoring America as
a shining city on a hill, a light unto the
nations, the last great hope on earth,
etc. No-one takes them seriously not even the candidates themselves.
“I’m not bound by the platform,”
Republican presidential nominee Bob
Dole cheerfully confessed in 1996. “I
probably agree with most everything
in it, but I haven’t read it.” In 2000,
neither party bothered to draft a
platform, and the press barely noticed.

New-old

Still, like the mutterings of a patient
on a psychoanalyst’s couch, platforms
provide insight into what each party
is thinking, in this case Biden and
co’s desire to heap blame on Trump,
while remaining sotto voce about their
own role in the ongoing disaster. The
document radiates confidence that the
gambit will work. But what Dems do
not realise is that the contradiction
provides Trump with a slow ball over
the centre of the plate that he may
well hit out of the park.
The platform also provides
insight into what a new-old Biden
administration will look like. To
make a long story short, the second
adjective is the one that counts.
While Obama remains personally
popular, there is no question that
his administration’s reputation has
declined.
Everyone
remembers
Tulsi Gabbard’s denunciation of
Hillary Clinton last November
as the “personification of the rot
that has sickened the Democratic
Party for so long” - this was after
Clinton suggested that Russia was
secretly grooming Gabbard for a
third-party run; or Bernie Sanders’
prolonged assault on Obamacare,
the ex-president’s signature medicalinsurance policy. To be sure, Gabbard
was an outsider who never scored
more than five percent in the polls,
while Sanders, who was not even a

registered Democrat, turned out to
be more of a straw man than most
people realised when a simple phone
call from Obama to Pete Buttigieg in
February was enough to pull the rug
out from under the Sanders candidacy
and start a pro-Biden stampede.
But what is important is that such
attacks resonated with the party’s
base, which was clearly unhappy with
the Biden-Clinton leadership. This
does not mean that rank-and-filers
will not now hold their nose and vote
for Biden. But it suggests that many
are still so angry that they may stay
home or even vote for Trump out of
sheer orneriness.
This is especially true for whites,
who went three to two for Trump in
2016, and for working class whites
without college degrees, who voted
Republican even more heavily by
more than two to one. Some may
switch to the Democrats, given how
severely Trump’s policies are hurting
workers and the poor. But some are
still so angry with the ancien régime
that they will balk at voting for a
slightly revamped version.
Black voters are also ambivalent.
While 79% say they will vote for
Biden, that is nine points less than
the 88% who voted for Clinton four
years ago. For those aged 18 to 29, the
figure drops to just 68% - a 17-point
drop from 2016 - while 18% are
unsure and another 13% say they will
vote for Trump.3
When Black Lives Matter
commissioned a series of black
focus groups last January, one young
participant said that his mother and
grandfather had voted over the years
and that “all of them got nothing. So
why should I participate in the same
process?”4 Biden, moreover, poses a
special problem, as the person who did
more than anyone to create America’s
“carceral state”: he spent his 36 years
in the Senate trying to out-hawk the
Republicans, when it came to drugs
and crime. “Give me the crime issue
… and you’ll never have trouble with
it in an election,” he reportedly told
fellow Democrats, following Jimmy
Carter’s defeat in 1980.
The upshot was a series of ultrapunitive crime bills that caused the
state and federal prison population to
quintuple over the next 30 years, with
blacks and Hispanics accounting for

two-thirds of the increase.5 A 100-toone sentencing standard for crack
users, as opposed to users of ordinary
powdered cocaine (a provision that
Biden pushed through in 1986),
was particularly destructive, since
crack at the time was emerging as
the drug of choice among the innercity poor. It was the equivalent of
prosecuting beer drinkers, while
letting fans of vintage champagne
off the hook, and thousands more
impoverished minorities went to jail
as a consequence.6
Biden has tried to repair his image
in recent years, but his penchant for
racist gaffes keeps getting in the
way. In 2007, he described Barack
Obama as “the first mainstream
African-American who is articulate
and bright and clean.” In 2019, he
bragged about his ability to work in
the Senate with segregationists like
Mississippi’s James Eastland and
Georgia’s Herman Talmadge. “Well,
guess what?” he said. “At least there
was some civility. We got things
done.” In May, he told a black radio
host, “you ain’t black” if “you have a
problem figuring out whether you’re
for me or Trump”, while, just a few
days ago, he declared:
Unlike the African American
community,
with
notable
exceptions, the Latino community
is an incredibly diverse community
with incredibly diverse attitudes
about different things. You go to
Florida, you find a very different
attitude about immigration than
you do in Arizona. So it’s a very
diverse community.
Given a record like that, it is hardly
surprising that black voters are less
than enthusiastic about returning to
the Democratic plantation. In fact, it is
a wonder that they are contemplating
a return at all.
Of course, Biden has tried to
appeal to them by appointing the
dark-skinned Kamala Harris, the state
prosecutor-turned-senator, as his pick
for vice-president. But it is worth
remembering the shot that the everquotable Gabbard got off at Harris
at one of last winter’s Democratic
presidential debates:
She put over 1,500 people in jail
for marijuana violations and then
laughed about when she was asked
if she had ever smoked marijuana.
She blocked evidence that would
have freed an innocent man from
death row until the courts forced
her to do so. She kept people in
prison beyond their sentences to
use them as cheap labour for the
state of California. And she fought
to keep [the] cash bail system in
place that impacts poor people in
the worst kind of way.7
It is a return to the old regime at its
most punitive.

Bellicosity

They will be less enthusiastic still,
once blacks and whites realise
how much of old-style Hillary
Clinton bellicosity lingers on in
Democratic ranks. While blaming
Trump for not winding down years
of Democrats wars, the platform
criticises him for not revving up
others that Dems are eager to start.
It attacks Trump for “push[ing]
to bring Russia back into the
G7, while lambasting our Nato
partners and ignoring intelligence
about Russian bounties for killing

American troops and other coalition
forces in Afghanistan” - a story
that was so spurious that even The
New York Times wondered whether
the evidence was being “tweaked
by people seeking to hinder efforts
to withdraw American troops”. 8
The platform adds that Trump
sees Vladimir Putin’s Russia as a
strategic partner - not a strategic
rival. He sees anti-European
Union, far-right nationalists as
political allies - not destructive
antagonists. Democrats will join
our European partners in standing
up to a revanchist Russia. We will
not allow Moscow to interfere
in our democracies or chip away
at our resolve. We will reaffirm
America’s commitment to Nato
and defending our allies. We will
maintain transatlantic support for
Ukraine’s reform efforts and its
territorial integrity.
So Democrats will continue rallying
Nato against Moscow and, while
denouncing ultra-nationalists in
the EU, will continue standing by
a neo-Nazi-influenced Ukraine.
As for other conflicts, the platform
promises to “rally friends and allies
across the world to push back against
China” and, despite Narendra Modi’s
authoritarian regime, says that
Democrats “will continue to invest
in our strategic partnership with India
- the world’s largest democracy, a
nation of great diversity and a growing
Asia-Pacific power.” Translation: the
US will continuing partnering with a
rightwing nationalist state as part of
its jockeying against Beijing.
The platform promises to bring
down Venezuela’s Nicolás Maduro
“through smart pressure and
effective diplomacy”. It accuses
Trump,
outlandishly
enough,
of “strengthening” the Cuban
government and says that a Biden
administration
“will
promote
human rights and people-to-people
exchanges” in order to “empower
the Cuban people to write their
own future” - which sounds awfully
close to regime change. It says
that Biden will maintain a military
presence in both Syria and Iraq. And,
while urging a return to “mutual
compliance” with the 2015 Iranian
nuclear accord known as the JCPOA,
it calls for “a comprehensive
diplomatic effort to … address Iran’s
other threatening activities, including
its regional aggression, ballistic
missile programme and domestic
repression”.
Since those activities are entirely
defensive in the face of years of
Saudi, US and Israeli pressure
and aggression, it means that the
confrontation with Iran can only
continue. So is this what Democratic
restorationism means - a return to
Hillary-lite? Turning back the clock
may carry less weight at the polls than
Biden imagines l

Notes
1. demconvention.com/wp-content/

uploads/2020/07/2020-07-21-DRAFT-DemocraticParty-Platform.pdf.
2. youtube.com/watch?v=LEUif1--r38.
3. washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/05/28/doesbiden-have-problem-with-african-american-voters.
4. politico.com/news/2020/06/05/black-votersbiden-301850.
5. Criminal Justice Facts, The Sentencing
Project:sentencingproject.org/criminal-justicefacts.
6. See ‘The Biden disaster’Weekly Worker May 28.
7. See youtube.com/watch?v=o1CRrMDSLs&t=49s.
8. nytimes.com/2020/07/07/opinion/russia-bountyafghanistan-trump.html.
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LEBANON

Past weighs heavy on present
Yassamine Mather explains why sectarian corruption is lodged into the body politic

L

ess than a week after the
massive port explosion that
cost more than 200 lives, the
entire Lebanese government resigned.
Of course, long before that, serious
students of the Middle East thought
of Lebanon as a failed state. The
grossly unfair constitution, the inbuilt
sectarianism, the bungled response
to Covid-19 and the subsequent
economic crisis triggered protests
across the country … against hunger,
unemployment, inflation, endemic
corruption.
Having said that, if every
government that presided over a
botched or inconsistent response to
the current crisis resigned, we would
be without a government in the UK,
the United Sates, Spain, Italy, Iran,
India, Brazil … What distinguishes
Lebanon is the fact that it is an
artificial state, created by dominant
post-World War I colonial powers Britain, but mostly France - for the
purpose of serving their imperial
interests. As Robert Fisk wrote a few
days ago,
Emmanuel Macron’s immediate
promise amid yesterday’s fires that France will stand “always” by
the crippled nation which it created
in imperial hubris a hundred years
ago - was one of the more piquant
ironies of the last few hours.1

As was also the case in relation to the
pandemic, the Lebanese government
had been warned by its own security
officials that “2,750 tonnes of
ammonium nitrate stored in Beirut’s
port posed a security risk and could
destroy the capital if it exploded”.2
The fertiliser explosion, plus years
of sheer incompetent governance,
have left none of the constitutionally
recognised and embedded groups
and leaders untainted. All have taken
part in one or another intersectional
government - Maronite Christians,
Sunnis, Shias, Druze. Each looks
after its own in what is a system of
corruption. Things work, to the extent
that they do, through clientelism.
While ever-decreasing crumbs are
delivered downwards, the designated
elites and intermediaries grow ever
richer, wealth being squirreled away
to London, Paris, Nicosia and New
York.
When it comes to the explosion
itself, the facts seem reasonably clear.
Not that that has stopped a crop of
conspiracy theories springing up.
The Saudi-sponsored sections of
the Middle East media, pro-Israeli
Zionists and Iranian supporters of
Donald Trump are all desperately
trying to blame Hezbollah, claiming,
for instance, that the Shia group had
been hiding military weapons amongst
the towering sacks of fertiliser.
Israeli defence minister Benny
Gantz, for example, said:
While
[Hezbollah
secretary
general Hassan] Nasrallah is our
greatest enemy to the north, he
is Lebanon’s biggest problem
from within. We see the tragedy
that happened in Lebanon … Just
think about what would happen
if that were repeated with Iranian
weapons in Lebanese villages ...
We are dealing with enemies who
are operating and storing weapons
in a civilian environment. If we
have no choice but to fight, it
might have difficult implications.
For their part, Iranian supporters of
Hezbollah claim that there are photos
showing a US or an Israeli plane or
planes flying over the port seconds
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across the country, and eventually
Sunni prime minister Omar Karami’s
cabinet was forced to resign. Syrian
forces finally withdrew in April of
that year.
The country has experienced
relative peace since 2009 - although
the political scene has remained
turbulent and often dangerous, even
by Middle Eastern standards. Political
assassinations remain part of daily
life and any visitor to Beirut will
see armed militias in most districts,
protecting their own sectarian turf.

Recent events

Constitutionally a bomb just waiting to explode
before the explosion …
Ironically, when the now departed
government took office at the
beginning of the year, it was heralded
by the mainstream western media as
an example of a ‘modern’ Middle
Eastern administration - full of skilled
technocrats with a suitable quota of
women occupying ministerial posts.
The Sunni prime minister - a career
academic at the American University
of Beirut - was supported by the
Shia groups, Amal and Hezbollah.
Members of the Sunni coalition, the
Free Patriotic Movement, held one
third of the cabinet positions. The rest
were divided between the (Christian
Maronite) Marada movement, an
Armenian and a Druze, as well as
Amal and Hezbollah ministers.
Some of the enthusiasm for the new
government was based on the fact
that almost all members of the new
cabinet had a high-level degree or
PhD. Apparently this was going to
save Lebanon.
However, anyone with an iota of
intelligence knew that the problem
with previous governments had
nothing to do with the educational
level of ministers. It had everything
to do with the way the state of
Lebanon came into existence,
and with it the inevitable foreign
meddling in the daily running of the
country - from the French colonial
and neo-colonial era through to
Bashar al Assad’s interventions,
then Israeli invasion and subsequent
warmongering - not forgetting the
current competition between Saudi
Arabia and Iran’s Islamic Republic.
None of those states come out well
and the angry crowds on the streets
of Beirut leave no doubt about how
they see the situation.
The day before the government’s
resignation protestors gathered in
huge numbers, blocking access to
parliament. The ministry of foreign
affairs was occupied. People blamed
the political elite from all across the
sectarian divide - not just for the
August 4 explosion, but also for the
disastrous handling of Covid-19.
Sections of the pro-Saudi media tried
to imply the demonstrations were
only about Hezbollah, but that was
never the case. Cut-out photos of
president Michel Aoun, parliament

speaker Nabih Berri and prime
minister Hassan Diab, amongst many
others, were used in mock hangings.
The slogan was: “Resign or die!”

Constant

For four centuries Lebanon was
part of the Ottoman empire, but in
1916 the two great colonial powers,
Britain and France, entered into a
secret diplomatic deal that has fuelled
territorial and sectarian conflicts
ever since. Basically, it was agreed
to carve up the Middle East. Straight
lines - sometimes referred to as ‘lines
in the sand’ - were drawn on the map
between the Mediterranean sea and
the borders of Persia (itself already
divided into Russian and British
spheres of influence). That is how
France ended up ruling modern-day
Syria and Lebanon. Britain got what is
now Iraq, Jordan and Israel/Palestine.
Although Lebanon was declared a
republic in 1926, the constitution of the
new state was written by the French
colonial authorities. Independence was
formally granted in November 1943.
While the constitution declared Arabic
to be the country’s official language,
it also provided a role for French.
It stipulated that the distribution of
ministerial posts should be based on
religion and locked in a Christian
parliamentary majority - regardless of
changing demographics. Now there is
a clear Muslim majority, and in 1990,
after the long and bitter civil war, the
constitution was changed to provide
for equal Christian and Muslim
representation.
Of course, Lebanon is host to
almost half a million Palestinians and
1.5 million refugees from Syria, who
have no political representation. An
important factor, when you consider
that the population of the country
totals just over six million. Most
of the Palestinians are actually the
descendants of those who fled across
the border in the late 1940s.
Inevitably a constitution with
a built-in sectarian divide leads to
endemic conflicts. Civil war first
broke out in 1975. A year later, Hafez
al Assad (father of the current Syrian
president) sent in troops to ‘restore
peace’. One of their tasks was to
control Palestinians - angered by
the killing of thousands of refugees,

following the siege of the Tel al‑Zaatar
camp by Christian militias. Many
Middle Eastern states approved of this
‘Arab deterrent force’.
In June 1982, after an attempt
on the life of the Israeli ambassador
in Britain, for which a Palestinian
group was blamed, Israel launched
a
full-scale
invasion.
Israeli
troops occupied west Beirut. After
the pro‑Israeli president, Bachir
Gemayel, was assassinated, Falangist
militias besieged and then massacred
thousands of Palestinians in the Sabra
and Shatila camps.
In 1983 a suicide attack on the US
embassy in Beirut killed 63 people and
another bombing, at the headquarters
of the ‘peacekeeping forces’ killed
241 US and 58 French troops. To
this day the US blames Iran’s Islamic
Republic for this humiliation. Weary
of heavy casualties, the United States
withdrew its forces in 1984, and Israel
followed suit in 1985 - except for the
southern Lebanese strip, which it
declared a “security zone”.
The years 1988-90 saw two
governments:
the
Maronite
commander-in-chief, Michel Aoun,
ruled in east Beirut, while prime
minister Selim el-Hoss headed a
mainly Muslim administration in west
Beirut. Under the terms of the 1990
peace deal, the national assembly
ordered the dissolution of all militias.
Despite that, neither Hezbollah nor
the Israeli-backed South Lebanon
Army (SLA) complied. In 1996
Israel bombed Hezbollah bases in
‘Operation Grapes of Wrath’, when a
UN base at Qana was also hit, killing
over 100 displaced civilians.
However, when in 2000 Hezbollah
defeated the pro-Israeli militia in
the south, the SLA collapsed, and
Hezbollah pressed home its advantage.
Israeli troops were forced to withdraw
from the occupied zone - the only time
Israel has been decisively defeated in
its entire existence.
In 2004 the United Nations called
on Syria to withdraw from Lebanon,
but Assad refused. Weeks of political
deadlock ended with the departure of
prime minister Rafik Hariri, who was
killed a year later by a car bomb in
Beirut. The year 2005 was marked
by growing opposition to Syrian
presence, with anti-Syrian rallies held

In October 2019 Lebanon witnessed
an eruption of protests. Faced with an
economic crisis and under pressure
from lenders, the government tried
to reduce its $86 billion foreign debt
to avert a currency crisis. The result:
mass pauperisation.
In Beirut, protestors targeted
super-rich areas, where luxury
apartments and shops replaced the
rubble of civil war. Government
ministers and members of parliament
were denounced as “thieves”. There
were calls for “revolution” and the
“overthrow of the system”. Of course,
it is true that a lot of the blame lies with
the way the pro-Saudi government
was running the economy. However
Hezbollah’s participation in this,
and in subsequent governments
- with their neoliberal economic
policies, including the privatisation
of community housing, as well as
social and welfare services - are
rarely questioned by what passes for
the anti-imperialist left. Apparently
one should not criticise Hezbollah
because it is the declared enemy of
the US and Israel.
Of course, Hezbollah has never
claimed to be a socialist or an
egalitarian force. Nonetheless, its
extensive social welfare programme
in the south of Lebanon has seen it
grow and maintain mass support.
Its schooling, healthcare and
community services are not only on
offer to loyal supporters. However,
in Beirut and other major cities, its
middle class followers espouse a
neoliberal economic agenda. They
do not even pretend to be religiously
pure. At Hezbollah election rallies in
the capital you see groups of women
without headscarves and wearing
low-cut, sleeveless T-shirts - the
kind of clothing that can get you
arrested in southern Lebanon. They
happily wave the organisation’s
yellow flags.
While the economic crisis fuelled
protests in 2019, the port explosion
has propelled masses of people into
a frenzy. There have been desperate
calls for foreign intervention,
including from some of the former
left. Incredibly, more than 50,000
Lebanese have signed a petition
pleading for Lebanon to return to
being a French mandate.
In response to such nonsense, let
me emphasise this. There can be no
internal solutions to the sectarian
conflict in Lebanon. The same goes
for the Israel/Palestine question.
Each entity amounts to a narrow
Ulster-like slither, carved out from
the collapsed Ottoman empire and
its Syrian province by Anglo-French
imperialism. Lebanon as a Christian
state and Israel as a Jewish state are
not only inherently undemocratic.
They are historically unviable l

Notes
1. independent.co.uk/voices/beirut-explosionsdeath-toll-blast-lebanon-a9654651.html.
2. reuters.com/article/us-lebanon-security-blastdocuments-excl-idUSKCN2562L7.
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Bourgeois or proletarian democracy?
Levi Rafael says his differences with Mike Macnair flow from two different conceptions of the
dictatorship of the proletariat

M

ike Macnair quotes Trotsky to
the effect that soviets should
not be fetishised against the
role of the party and its other mass
organisations (‘Against fetishising
soviets’, August 6). Lenin made the
same argument too, in his ‘Leftwing’
communism, against the councilcommunist types who thought that
soviets could be a replacement for the
party.
On these points, I am in complete
agreement with comrade Macnair.
‘Soviets without Bolsheviks’, or
workers’ councils without a communist
party, will inevitably revert either to
reformist organisations or to ultra-left
adventurism. Without a communist
party to lead the working people
through the councils and other
mass organisations, there can be no
possibility of these soviets holding on
to state power.
But Macnair is raising a straw
man here, just as he raised the straw
man about decentralisation and soviet
power. While Lenin and Trotsky
warned against making a fetish of
soviets, they still maintained that there
was a fundamental difference between
bourgeois and proletarian democracy a difference that is made most clear by
the soviet form.
It is true that in my piece (originally
titled ‘For a workers’ council republic’
and not the provocative ‘Ideal state’) I
did not touch directly on the question
of the role of the party. The first reason
for this is because I think that this is
a point of agreement that is shared
between myself, comrade Macnair and
the CPGB (PCC). We are all united
on the need for the proletariat to have
its own political party to act as the
vanguard of the workers’ movement as
a whole. If anything, I am used to being
accused of being ‘too vanguardist’ by
libertarian-left types, who tend to repeat
the Rousseauian prejudice that the
‘majority is always right’.
Nowhere in my article do I advocate
soviets, councils, etc as a replacement
for the party. Rather, I argue that these
bodies are the organisational link
between the party and the masses of
non-party workers, as well as the semiproletarian and petty-bourgeois layers.
For a further elaboration of my views
on the relationship that a communist
party should play in society, I would
recommend that readers take a look at
my article, ‘Working class, working
people, vanguardist’ on the MarxistLeninist Worldview blog.1 Hopefully
this can put to rest the notion that I am a
closet Bakuninite.
In the Draft programme of the
CPGB (PCC), the party is defined thus:
The Communist Party is the highest
form of class organisation of the
proletariat. The Communist Party
is a class party, the advanced part of
the working class. The Communist
Party is formed and built by the selfselection of the most dedicated, most
courageous and most far-sighted
workers. Because of this it can fulfil
the role of the theoretical, political
and organisational vanguard of the
proletariat.2
I am in agreement with this definition.
But, because the party must be built by
the self-selection of the most dedicated,
most courageous and most far-sighted
of workers, only a minority of workers
at any given period are going to fit this
criteria. Comrade Dave Vincent seems
to express the common concern found
in left-libertarian circles that the party
will “substitute” itself for the working
class, resulting in an authoritarian
relationship between a communist elite
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Petrograd soviet 1917. Lenin is clearly visible - for those with a sharp eye
and a worker mass (Letters, August 6).
Neither Macnair nor myself hold this
view of the party and vanguardism, but
an answer must be given to those who
are (with legitimacy) concerned about
how exactly the party of self-selected
and dedicated communist workers will
relate to the non-communist masses of
workers and semi-proletarians. This is
why it is so important to take seriously
the question of soviets - or, if that
sounds too fetishising, of the difference
between proletarian and bourgeois
democracy.

Fundamental

Macnair chastises me for only focusing
on one article in a series. But my reason
for focusing on the one article is because
the fundamental difference between us
on all programmatic points really flows
from our differing conceptions of the
dictatorship of the proletariat. Macnair
puts forward the “democratic republic”,
while I put forward the workers’ council
republic. It is this point that really all
other controversies can be boiled down
to. In his article, “For a minimum
programme’, Macnair says:
There is, however, an alternative.
That is to recognise that - contrary
to Bakunin and, in this case, to
Marx’s and Engels’ appropriation
of Bakunin’s arguments against
the Eisenach programme - the
democratic republic is not and never
has been the political programme
of the capitalist class ... rather the
capitalist class fights for rule of
law constitutionalism and ‘natural
rights’, as opposed to democratic
republicanism.3
It is this point that I am most
emphatically arguing against. It is also
very useful that Macnair admits that he
is departing from Marx and Engels, who
are also accused of being Bakuninites
because they too criticised bourgeois
democracy. This is not to say that we
must be blind adherents to Marx and
Engels, but on this point I must argue
in defence of ‘orthodoxy’. Macnair’s
argument is that the bourgeoisie is
incapable of advocating a democratic
republic, and that any truly democratic
republic would automatically disarm
the bourgeoisie politically because
power would pass into the hands of the
majority, and de facto into the workers’

hands. I remain wholly unconvinced
by this argument, and it is on this point
that I accuse Macnair and the CPGB
of (unconsciously) falling back onto
the Fukuyama consensus: ie, that the
most advanced regime is a democratic
republic, without specification of the
class whom this democracy serves.
I agree with Macnair and the CPGB
that the existing bourgeois states that
call themselves ‘democracies’ are really
playing a trick - a trick they themselves
admit to when they delightedly correct
teary-eyed, lefty liberals that they in fact
live in a ‘republic’ and not a democracy.
All of these ‘democracies’ remain
beholden to either constitutionalist
or monarchical forms of power that
‘check’ democracy for the benefit of a
bourgeois aristocracy.
But this does not mean that there is
no such thing as bourgeois democracy,
or that a truly democratic republic
would automatically be a dictatorship
of the proletariat. For one thing, I do not
think that a political movement can be
defined as ‘bourgeois’ based on whether
or not the bourgeoisie directly advocate
it. For one thing, historically there
has been such a thing as a democratic
bourgeoisie that remained reactionary
despite advocating a radical democracy
without exceptions (the radical yet
reactionary Giuseppe Mazzini, for
example). Fascism was no doubt a
bourgeois political movement, but only
a minority of ruined and vulnerable
industrial bourgeois (examples include
Jacques Arthuys, Ernest Mercier,
Gottfried Feder, etc) were true believers.
Most of the impetus for fascism came
from the petty bourgeoisie. But what
made fascism bourgeois, despite its
‘anti-capitalist’ pretensions, was the
fact that its political programme and
practice maintained the bourgeois class
and its private property.
I do not have access to a survey of
the bourgeois class and its political
opinions, but I do not think it would be
impossible to find a section of the ruling
class that would much rather maintain
its property within a radical democracy,
probably coupled with a welfare state,
and thereby stave off the inconveniences
of class struggle with ‘soft power’, as
opposed to the iron repression exhibited
by
constitutionalist,
monarchical
and other anti-democratic forms of
bourgeois rule. The bourgeoisie as a
whole is agnostic about the type of

political ideology and government that
it rules through, so long as it rules and
its property rights are maintained.
Much of my article was dedicated
to elaborating on the aspects of soviet
democracy that make it qualitatively
different from even the most radical
democratic republic. Such aspects
include workplace and institutional
democracy, representation according
to occupation, as opposed to solely
residence, restrictions on political rights
for capitalists, unification of democracy
with productive labour, etc. Perhaps
one could argue, as comrade Vincent
did, that all of this is purely speculative,
and that we cannot know what
organisational forms the proletariat
will put up. But I think that such a line
of thinking leads to exactly the sort of
tailism that Macnair and the CPGB
are worried about, and subsequently
seem to think that I advocate as well.
We are now two centuries or so deep
into the movement for communism
and a proletarian revolution and, while
we should always maintain scientific
objectivity and a flexibility to change, I
think that it is now way overdue for us
to take a ‘wait and see’ approach to how
the dictatorship of the proletariat will be
structured.
Macnair did not really address my
concerns about this distinction between
bourgeois and proletarian democracy,
or my criticisms of representation
based purely on residence and not
workplace, or how the proletarian
character of the democracy could be
guaranteed. The argument here is not
really about the fetishism of soviets. I
have no illusions about the immediate
prospects of soviets, let alone soviet
power, but the possibility for their
existence is significantly lower when no
contemporary communist programmes
seem to place them on the agenda.
And this certainly is not an argument
about whether or not we call the state
we want to create using the Russian
word, ‘soviet’. Call them councils,
committees, congresses, assemblies,
conferences, etc.
Macnair and I agree on the need for
republican bodies elected democratically.
But my point is that not all democracies
are equal in worth for the proletariat.
Councils and assemblies that are based
on ‘equal rights’ for capitalists, workers
and petty bourgeois, and do not touch on
the economic foundations of society, do
not negate the ruling class status of the
bourgeoisie. If a democracy does not
explicitly place the proletariat as the de
facto and de jure political ruling class, if
it does not place explicit restrictions of
some sort on the bourgeoisie as a class,
and if it does not begin to transform
relations of production in the direction
of proletarian self-management and
public ownership, then it is inadequate
as a political form for the dictatorship of
the proletariat. How the future state will
do all of this is open for investigation,
but what must be affirmed is the need
for a proletarian dictatorship to ensure
that its democracy will suppress the
bourgeoisie, elevate the proletariat and
begin the transformation of productive
relations.

Yugoslavian model

I do not make secret my enthusiasm
for the Yugoslavian model of a socialist
republic. Such a topic would require an
article of its own, if not a whole book.
Macnair accuses me of having “illusions”
in this model. I am not sure what specific
illusions I am accused of having, but I will
say for the record that, while I take great
political inspiration from the Socialist
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, I am not
blind to the obvious inadequacies that
prevented it from existing to the present

day. Such inadequacies include an overemphasis on decentralisation, which led
to fragmentation of the various republics,
as well as to market-dependence and
economic inequality between regions
and enterprises that stimulated petty
bourgeois elements to counterrevolution.
The personality cult and concentration of
authority around Tito is also something
that does not need emulation.
I will not deny that the SFRJ
self-management model did not
completely overcome bureaucracy,
as no proletarian state immediately
will. Even the Yugoslav League of
Communists themselves acknowledged
that bureaucracy was something
that the party and working class
would have to continue to struggle
against in the present period, and that
proletarian democracy would have to be
continually deepened. I will state (and
this may cause a stir of controversy) that
I do not consider the one-party model
for Yugoslavia to have been incorrect.
The only other parties that would have
stood in opposition would have been
ultra-nationalist, rightwing parties bent
on some sort of fascist or reactionary
state. Again, to put to rest the charges
of being a ‘Bakuninite’, it was under
the rule of the League of Communists
that the Yugoslavian state maintained
its self-management system of workers’
democracy (however imperfect) and it
is in the absence of the communist rule
that these councils no longer exist.
I would also want to state for the
record that, while I consider myself to be
a student of Trotsky and Ernest Mandel,
I am obviously not a dogmatic supporter
of this tendency - Mandel was generally
critical of the Yugoslav model, while
pointing out some merits in comparison
with the traditional Stalinist model. But
where I stand with Trotsky and Mandel
against Macnair is in the assessment
of the October Revolution and the
Third International as a total failure.
I stand with Macnair and Trotsky in
condemning the Bonapartist rule of
Stalin and the subsequent emulations
of this Bonapartism. But I do not agree
that the entire communist project,
including the bureaucratic workers’
states, were a complete failure since
1917, as if we have nothing to learn
from them. Despite the bureaucratic and
Bonapartist distortions that these states
exhibited, for their respective countries
they nevertheless represented a step
forward in history, just as Napoleon’s
conquest of Europe was historically
progressive despite the anti-democratic
and anti-revolutionary character of his
rule.
To reiterate, there must be a
distinction
between
bourgeois
and proletarian democracy in any
communist programme. For that
reason, we cannot reject a minimum
programme that is designed to operate
on the basis of bourgeois democracy,
as bourgeois democracy (however
radical or ‘extreme’) is better than
constitutionalism, monarchy, fascism,
etc. But it must be understood
that the type of democracy that
communists advocate must differ from
bourgeois democracy in its system of
representation, in how it guarantees
proletarian participation, in the fact
that it must suppress the bourgeoisie
as a class, and that it must begin to
change relations of production in the
direction of a labour discipline, based
on democratic principles l

Notes
1. mlworldview.wordpress.com/2019/05/21/m-

l-basics-working-class-working-peoplevanguardism.
2. communistparty.co.uk/6-the-communist-party.
3. ‘For a minimum programme’ Weekly Worker
August 30 2007.
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Reasons to be bitter

Birth of the Irish Republic: painting by Walter Paget

T

he Communist Party of
Great Britain emerged from
its founding congress of
July 31-August 1 1920 with huge
political challenges to confront.
Few were more important than the
urgent need for practical solidarity
with the people of Ireland.
The British state was engaged
in a ruthless colonial war against
the Irish. The republic proclaimed
by the 1916 Easter Rising had been
drowned in blood by the British
army. Yet the Irish people were not

cowed. In subsequent elections they
produced landslide victories for
Sinn Féin, the champion of Irish
independence.
In 1919 Sinn Féin MPs
established the Dáil Éireann in
Dublin - an Irish parliament
- and once again declared an
Irish Republic. The British
swiftly branded the Dáil an
illegal assembly and issued
arrest warrants to hoover up its
members. The liberation force
answered with preparations for a

guerrilla war. The Irish Republican
Army was formed from the ranks
of Irish Volunteers and the Irish
Citizens Army - Ireland’s ‘Red
Army’.
It seized weapons bound for the
British army and was supplied by
sympathisers in the USA. Britain
poured thousands of troops into
Ireland, including the notorious
terror force known as the Black
and Tans. In retaliation to IRA
ambushes, the British burnt
villages, farms, factories and

The Communist
November 25 1920
The news that comes daily from
Ireland is in itself a summons to the
Communist Party of Great Britain.
The recurrent series of assassinations
and ‘reprisals’ is the most dramatic
feature of the struggle. But of even
deeper consequence is the slow
strangling of the economic life of the
Irish people. The closing of the railways,
the destruction of crops and creameries
are having - and are designed to have
- the same effect upon Ireland as the
wartime blockade upon central Europe.
Step by step, the economic life of
the country is being destroyed. Between
September 1919 and September 1920,
90 villages and country towns were
shot up, and in many cases completely
wrecked. Between June 1920 and
October 1920 30 creameries were
destroyed. Over large areas rickyards
have been set on fire by the forces of the
crown. The destruction of the hay makes
the winter feeding of cattle impossible.
Even rich rural areas are threatened with
starvation.
A nation is being murdered under
our eyes - not in Armenia, but within a
hundred miles of our own shores - not
by Turks or Kurds or Bashi-Bazouks,1
but by British men, carrying out the
orders of a British government.
There are communists who say, ‘This
is true. But it is not our concern. This is
a nationalist struggle. And we are not
nationalists. We are internationalists.
This is a race struggle. Our job is the
class struggle.’
That is a hasty and a short-sighted
judgement. In such a case as Ireland’s
- the case of a small nation held
in forcible suppression by a great
imperialist state - the national struggle
and the class struggle are inseparable
from one another. The struggle against
imperialism for national independence
is a necessary phase of the struggle
against capitalism for the workers’
independence.
Right through its history the
domination of England over Ireland
has been economic as well as political.

It has been an exploitation as well as
an oppression; and against that double
tyranny the Irish have carried on a
double war - for political and economic
freedom - “for our lands and our
liberties”, as James Fintan Lalor phrased
it.2
James Connolly was shot (a wounded
prisoner, carried to the place of execution
because his legs were shattered) as
an Irish rebel. He gave his life for the
freeing of Ireland. But he gave it too for
the freeing of the working class. And the
Irish republican movement today is the
same movement for which he died.
Connolly himself had grasped very
firmly the essential fact of the oneness
of the two movements. It is the theme
of half his writings. “In the evolution
of civilisation,” he wrote, “the progress
of the fight for national liberty of any
subject nation must perforce keep pace
with the progress of the struggle for
liberty of the most subject class in that
nation.” And again: “The Irish working
class remain as the incorruptible
inheritors of the fight for freedom in
Ireland.”
That is as true today as when
Connolly wrote it. The republican
movement is essentially a working class
movement. There are, it is true, middle
class men as well as bourgeois by the
chance of birth. But they do not mould
it. They are being moulded by it. The
strength and vigour and inspiration of
the movement lies in the workers and
the workers’ organisations.
Its ideals go far beyond mere
political independence. Even those who
are not communists or socialists of any
kind have some vision that their job is
not merely the ousting of the English
government, but the overthrow of the
English system - which is the capitalist
system. And the workers themselves see
in the establishment of the Irish republic
the first step - the necessary first step - to
the establishment of the Irish workers’
republic.
The republican movement is a
workers’ movement and it is the Irish
workers upon whom the chief brunt of
the Greenwood terror3 is falling. The big

majority of the men and women killed
have been workers. The dwelling houses
burnt have been workers’ houses. It is
the workers who go in want because of
the burning of creameries and factories
and crops. It is the Irish railwaymen who
are being dismissed in hundreds because
they refuse to transport the troops and
the Black and Tans, who are terrorising
their countrymen and devastating their
country.
The Irish workers are suffering
- grimly resolved to stay it out until
the finish. And the British do nothing.
Is it strange that the Irish speak of us
bitterly, as men betrayed by someone
on whom they should have been able
to count?
They look for nothing from the Tories.
They look for nothing from the Liberals.
For they know the history of their own
country, and they know that Liberal
governments have been as prolific as
the Tories in the matter of coercion bills.
They remember ‘Buckshot Forster’.4
They have not forgotten that Mr
Asquith’s government, in the year of the
rising, shot 14 prisoners, arrested 3,226
men, deported 1,949 and suppressed
13 newspapers. They count Mr Lloyd
George and Sir Hamar Greenwood very
typical Liberals.
But from the British working class
they had expected better things. They
have heard talk from us of international
solidarity. In practice they see British
troops - the sons, many of them, of trade
unionists - shooting Irish workers. They
see Ireland coerced with munitions
made and transported by British trade
union labour. They see Irish railwaymen
dismissed, and not a murmur from Unity
House. They see every foul device of
imperialist tyranny employed against
them, with at any rate the passive
acquiescence of the British working
class.
They are bitter; they have good
reason to be bitter. They have not
counted on our assistance. They will
not ask for it. They will carry on the
struggle themselves, whatever the cost
and whatever the issue. But they know
that we have betrayed them; and they

Communists and Ireland
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committed numerous atrocities
against defenceless people.
In Belfast, the unionists called
for a “holy war” against Catholics
- 5,000 were driven out of their
jobs in the shipyards, and tens of
thousands were forced to abandon
their homes.
Elsewhere, militancy grew.
Plants were taken over and run
under workers’ control. Dockers
refused to unload munitions for
British troops, and railworkers
folded their arms when instructed
to start trains boarded by the
Black and Tans. A three-day
general strike secured the
release of political prisoners,
who had been on hunger strike.
The fragility of British rule was
palpable.
The absence of one key actor,
however, was a crippling weakness.
The lack of concrete support
from the British working class
movement sapped the energy of
the heroic, but isolated struggle.
With it, the British state might
have faced total defeat in Ireland.
The following statement from
the CPGB’s executive committee
is sobering in the brutally candid
way it lambasts the failure of the
workers’ movement in Britain to
provide concrete solidarity to the
Irish - “we have betrayed them;
and they despise us for it”, the
statement concludes.
William Sarsfield

despise us for it. They talk of us with
contemptuous pity. And we deserve that
they should do so. For we have betrayed
them, and in doing so we are betraying
the working class movement
For us, if we were to connive
at these things, to claim for our
motto, ‘Workers of the world, unite’,
would be merely to add hypocrisy
to treachery. Not only the Irish,
but the working class all the world
over is looking to us. We are being
weighed in the Irish balance, and
if we are found wanting, not all the
enunciations of orthodox formulae,
not all the protestations of the purity
of our communist faith will save us
from contemptuous dismissal as
faithful, though sometimes talkative,
servants of the British imperial
oligarchy.
Executive Committee
Communist Party of Great Britain

Notes
1. The Bashi-Bazouks were irregular soldiers

of the Ottoman army, raised in times of war.
The translation of the phrase will give readers a
notion of their barbaric methods - “one whose
head is turned”, “damaged head”, “crazy-head”,
“leaderless” or “disorderly”. The army chiefly
recruited Albanians and Circassians as Bashibazouks, but recruits came from all ethnic groups
of the Ottoman empire. They had a reputation for
bravery, but also for their lack of discipline, which
often took the form of looting and preying on
civilian populations.
2. James Fintan Lalor (March 10 1807-December
27 1849) was an Irish revolutionary and journalist.
He played a leading role in the Irish Confederation
(Young Ireland) and played an active part in both
the rebellion in July 1848 and the attempted rising
in September of that same year.
3. Thomas Hamar Greenwood (February 7
1870-September 10 1948) served as the last chief
secretary for Ireland between 1920 and 1922. His
name is inextricably joined to the Black and Tans
and the Auxiliaries - two barbarous paramilitary
forces unleashed on the Irish people during the
war of independence. After the burning of the
centre of the city of Cork by British auxiliary
forces in December 1920, Greenwood blamed
the “Sinn Féin rebels” and the people of Cork for
burning their own city.
4. William Edward Forster (July 11 1818-April
5 1886) was an English industrialist and leading
Liberal Party member. His rabid insistence on
lethal force to be deployed against the Land
League - which aimed to abolish landlordism in
Ireland - earned him the nickname, ‘Buckshot
Forster’.

What we
fight for
n Without organisation the
working class is nothing; with
the highest form of organisation
it is everything.
n There exists no real Communist
Party today. There are many
so-called ‘parties’ on the left. In
reality they are confessional sects.
Members who disagree with the
prescribed ‘line’ are expected to
gag themselves in public. Either
that or face expulsion.
n Communists operate according
to the principles of democratic
centralism. Through ongoing debate
we seek to achieve unity in action
and a common world outlook. As
long as they support agreed actions,
members should have the right to
speak openly and form temporary
or permanent factions.
n Communists oppose all imperialist wars and occupations but
constantly strive to bring to the fore
the fundamental question–ending war
is bound up with ending capitalism.
n Communists are internationalists.
Everywhere we strive for the closest
unity and agreement of working class
and progressive parties of all countries.
We oppose every manifestation
of national sectionalism. It is an
internationalist duty to uphold the
principle, ‘One state, one party’.
n The working class must be
organised globally. Without a global
Communist Party, a Communist
International, the struggle against
capital is weakened and lacks
coordination.
n Communists have no interest
apart from the working class
as a whole. They differ only in
recognising the importance of
Marxism as a guide to practice.
That theory is no dogma, but
must be constantly added to and
enriched.
n Capitalism in its ceaseless
search for profit puts the future
of humanity at risk. Capitalism is
synonymous with war, pollution,
exploitation and crisis. As a global
system capitalism can only be
superseded globally.
n The capitalist class will never
willingly allow their wealth and
power to be taken away by a
parliamentary vote.
n We will use the most militant
methods objective circumstances
allow to achieve a federal republic
of England, Scotland and Wales,
a united, federal Ireland and a
United States of Europe.
n Communists favour industrial
unions. Bureaucracy and class
compromise must be fought and
the trade unions transformed into
schools for communism.
n Communists are champions of
the oppressed. Women’s oppression,
combating racism and chauvinism,
and the struggle for peace and
ecological sustainability are just
as much working class questions
as pay, trade union rights and
demands for high-quality health,
housing and education.
n Socialism represents victory
in the battle for democracy. It is
the rule of the working class.
Socialism is either democratic or,
as with Stalin’s Soviet Union, it
turns into its opposite.
n Socialism is the first stage
of the worldwide transition to
communism–a system which
knows neither wars, exploitation,
money, classes, states nor nations.
Communism is general freedom
and the real beginning of human
history.
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Racism and jealous gods

Overweening taboos on certain slurs do nothing to aid our understanding of racism, argues Paul Demarty

I

t is not surprising that the BBC
has finally repented of its decision
to quote verbatim the words of a
racist attacker, but it is nonetheless
exasperating.
The first stretch of Auntie’s road
to hell was paved, in the traditional
manner, with good intentions. A
regional news bulletin, Points West,
reported a horrifying hit-and-run assault
on a young NHS worker and rapper in
Bristol (so far identified as K or Kdogg).
The attack was racially motivated,
because the driver and passenger of
the car shouted “nigger!” out of the
windows, according to the victim.
A pre-recorded report by Fiona
Lamdin included the word “nigger”,
and was broadcast on the local Points
West show and then later on a national
news broadcast. The decision to do
so was immediately controversial,
despite the inclusion of an ‘offensive
language’ disclaimer and a general air
of solemn condemnation that even
the most dedicated anti-racist would
- but for the N-bomb therein - have
to concede was a little overbearing.
The BBC initially tried to tough it out,
claiming that the victim and his family
had endorsed the decision to broadcast
the exact language, hoping it would
drive home the naked barbarity of the
crime (more fool them ... ). It only took
the resignation of ‘Sideman’ - a DJ on
1Xtra, the broadcaster’s urban music
station - to panic the upper reaches of
the corporation into apologising.
The apology, of course, makes a
certainty of one thing - the BBC has
hung poor old Kdogg, recovering
from his injuries on the banks of the
Avon, out to dry. Either its earlier
insistence that he wanted the N-word
included in the report was a lie and
an attempt to shift responsibility,
or they now implicitly blame him
for tempting them into a disastrous
mistake. Whichever is the case - and
we rather suspect the latter - the
corporation displays a contemptuous
attitude to him, showing that its own
cachet among intersectionalite media
types is a more serious affair than
mere racist violence.
There is little enough interest in
a headline like ‘BBC panics and
grovels’ - Auntie is more risk-averse
with every passing day, especially
with vicious foemen like Dominic
Cummings in the corridors of
government. However, it is worth
taking a closer, critical look at this
ultra-censorious attitude to racist
language. The problem with it is that
it fundamentally misunderstands two
things: racism and language.
On the linguistic front, the problem
is almost comically obvious: finding
Lamdin’s report offensive requires
the offendee to completely ignore the
context of the utterance altogether
(with one exception, which we will
get to). Using the word ‘nigger’ in
the context of reporting the speech of
a racist individual, in a news report
that could well be headlined ‘Horrible
racist individual runs over NHS
worker’, is simply not racist in any
morally compelling sense at all - that
is, in any way that would reflect badly
on Lamdin’s or the BBC’s view of
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“Look. I don’t think it ought to be blasphemy, just saying
‘Yahweh’!” (women gasp). “He said it again!”
black people’s place in society.
Nor is it rare, really, if we are
prepared to include writing the
fearful word. I recently re-read James
McPherson’s history of the American
Civil War, Battle cry of freedom, in
which ‘nigger’ appears no less than
25 times (about once every 35 pages).
To accuse McPherson of racism
would be fatuous when an important
strand of his book is to establish that
the south definitely fought the war
to defend the enslavement of black
Americans, and that peace Democrats
in the north used the most disgraceful
gutter racism to undermine the war
effort. Out of their own mouths, they
are condemned far more forcefully
than if McPherson had hidden behind
euphemisms or asterisks.
If generalised, of course, this ultraliteralist approach to language would
mean that Anthony Hopkins was guilty
of advocating cannibalism as a result
of playing Hannibal Lecter on screen.
The fact that it is not generalised marks
it out as a matter of power, of holding
people in subjection to a taboo and, by
extension, to the enforcers of that taboo.
These ‘enforcers’ are a mutable item:
notable here is the Daily Mail, which
had a singly unpleasant choice before it:
would it defend the BBC or side with
the ‘political correctness brigade’ on
a point where they truly seem to have
gone mad? In the event, the Mail has
taken the second choice, and briefly
gone woke, so as to pile in on its hated
adversary in Portland Place.
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The core of that enforcement
apparatus is the state, however, and by
extension the bourgeois professional
class, both of which have been
ideologically transformed, especially
in the past half century, from an
imperial-racist, ‘old boys club’
outlook to a formal position of ‘equal
opportunities’ for ethnic minorities,
women and so on. Here we meet the
defective concept of racism at work in
these little scandals.

Beyond limits

The one bit of context that does
apparently matter in the use of the
word ‘nigger’, apparently, is the race
of the person who uses it. Sideman
explicitly cited the fact that Lamdin
was white as a contributing factor
to his decision to resign. Indeed, it
would be difficult to seriously hold
that black people could not use the
word, given its great abundance in rap
music, albeit often with the alternative
spelling, ‘nigga’ (as in the influential
rap outfit Niggaz With Attitude,
among innumerable other examples),
its usage by black comedians like
Richard Pryor and Chris Rock (though
Pryor later abandoned it), and so on.
The enormous importance given to
the subject-position of the speaker in
this matter is ultimately an inheritance
of the postmodernists, via the ‘critical
race theory’ school of legal theorists
that gave us, among other things, the
term ‘intersectionality’; and, as such,
it operates in a peculiar way. The

subjective aspect of racism ceases to
be a matter of individual intentions;
it is not because white people are
small-minded bigots that they are
racist, but because they are white:
that is, they are assimilated into a
structure whereby whiteness occludes
solidarity. This is called ‘structural
racism’; but, since white (and, for that
matter, black) people are imprisoned
within a subjectivity structured by
racism, the structures themselves
essentially become invisible, we are
led to believe. Racism ceases to be
anything determinate, available as
an object of journalistic reportage or
scientific understanding.
It follows from there that even
apparently philanthropic, anti-racist
initiatives on the part of white people
are prone to racism; using the word
‘nigger’ in a condemnatory report on
a racist attack secretly holds black
people in a subordinate position,
whereby the white speaker gets to
decide whether or not ‘nigger’ is an
appropriate form of address, which
is in the end the same privilege
as deciding whether black people
should enjoy equality, or even be
protected from violence. The absolute
prohibition on usage of the word
refuses white people this ‘right’.
The loss of racism as a meaningful
object of investigation is a serious
cost, and one no Marxist ought to be
happy to pay. For now, though, let us
ask: who benefits from this? What is
the payoff? The practical result is that
anti-racism is reduced to a language
game, and one of a particular kind:
the appropriation of a complex jargon,
whereby white ‘allies’ learn how to
make a big song and dance of deferring
to their black colleagues’ experience,
and the latter learn strategies for
obtaining such deference. These
jargons are in fact a material interest
of the bourgeois professional class,
and serve as a rubric for controlling
entry to that class, just as effectively
as the Etonian slang of the old
boys’ networks does in other places.
The critique of ‘structural racism’
thus serves a petty bourgeois and
bourgeois class-sectional interest
and, insofar as black workers identify
with this critique, they identify their
interests with (black) petty bourgeois
and bourgeois professionals.
The paradox of this kind of critique
is that it constitutes its opponent as
effectively invulnerable. The historic
injury of racism is so deep that it can
never be redeemed - only managed;
the contest is merely over who gets to

do the managing. Thus the elevation
of the word ‘nigger’ into such an
intense taboo almost resembles the
old orthodox Jewish proscription
on speaking the name of Yahweh so memorably sent up in The life of
Brian (“Nobody stone anybody until
I blow this whistle!”). For all we hate
it, we turn racism into a kind of god;
we must obey its rituals, or very bad
things will happen, “for I the lord
thy god am a jealous god, visiting
the iniquity of the fathers upon the
children unto the third and fourth
generation of them that hate me” ...
Contrary to such epistemological
defeatism, Marxists bring good
news: racism is not a god at all, but
thoroughly mundane and drearily
explicable. Where it takes root, it
certainly is a hard thing to exorcise,
not because of incommensurable
subjective divergence between white
and black minds, but because the
permanent iniquities of class society
provide it fertile soil in which to grow.
Quite how this happens is contingent
to the specific situation - the racism
of the English colonial administrator
is not the same thing as the racism of
the antebellum slave-owner, which
in turn is not the same thing as the
popular racism of the poor Irish
labourer in New York in the same
period. (One of the other unhelpful
features of middle class anti-racism
is that it tends to flatten these various
historical phenomena into a single
struggle between undifferentiated
white people and superficially
diverse, but functionally identical
‘communities of colour’.) Each are
built on determinate systems of class
relations, allowing those systems
to continue with popular support,
and providing self-justifications for
the elites that benefit from the more
intense exploitation enabled by racist
ideology and racial discrimination.
The problem, then, with this
vacuous farrago over who may
drop the N-bomb is that it directly
excludes serious analysis of racism
and race in Britain; how it is similar
to, and different from, racism in North
America and elsewhere; and what may
be done about it. If we are permitted
to examine these matters squarely, we
will be driven beyond the limits of
middle class identity politics.
No wonder the BBC capitulated the voice of the British establishment
needs racism explained and expiated
like it needs a hole in the head l
paul.demarty@weeklyworker.co.uk
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